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Abstract
In this thesis we present two applications of using types of a typed lambda calculus to derive
equation schemas, instances of which are provable by convertibility.
Part 1: Retraction Approach to CPS transform: We study the continuation passing style
(CPS) transform and its generalization, the computational transform, in which the notion
of computation is generalized from continuation passing to an arbitrary one. To establish a
relation between direct style and continuation passing style interpretation of sequential call-
by-value programs, we prove the Retraction Theorem which says that a lambda term can
be recovered from its continuationized form via a A-definable retraction. The Retraction
Theorem is proved in the logic of computational lambda calculus for the simply typable
terms.
Part 2: Another look at "Theorems for Free!": We reexamine Wadler's "free theorems"
- theorems about polymorphic functions derivable from the type of the function - in an
extension of Mairson's syntactic treatment of logical relations. Logical relations are defined
as formulas in second (and higher) order logic over untyped lambda terms, from which we
can instantiate equations involving a given term. As a consequence we can formulate a
free theorem as an equation schema, each instance of which is provable by convertibility,
given typing conditions on the terms involved are met. In our framework datatypes are
represented as free algebras generated by constants, and we define sufficient conditions which
a representation of a datatype must satisfy to preserve free theorems. As a special case we
prove examples of free theorems, as equations by convertibility, using BShm-Berarducci
representation of datatypes.
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Chapter 1
Retraction Approach to CPS
Transform
Abstract: We study the continuation passing style (CPS) transform and its
generalization, the computational transform, in which the notion of computation
is generalized from continuation passing to an arbitrary one. To establish a rela-
tion between direct style and continuation passing style interpretation of sequen-
tial call-by-value programs, we prove the Retraction Theorem which says that a
lambda term can be recovered from its continuationized form via a A-definable
retraction. The Retraction Theorem is proved in the logic of computational
lambda calculus for the simply typable terms.
1.1 Introduction
The notions of a continuation and a continuation passing style (CPS) transform have been
introduced by a number of authors (see [Rey93] for a historical overview). The main moti-
vation for the independent developments of these concepts seemed to be twofold: explaining
the behavior of imperative features in functional languages, and compilation of programs
with higher order procedures. Further research led to development of CPS denotational se-
mantics [SW74] (see also [Sto77]), and later categorical semantics of computations [Mog89],
as well as compilers based on the CPS transform [Ste78] (see also [App92]). In both kinds
of applications one of the central goals of the research has been to establish a relationship
between original terms and their images under the transform.
Motivation: Plotkin [Plo75] has shown that the CPS transform' preserves equalities
between lambda terms provable in call-by-value calculus A,.
Theorem 1.1.1 (Plotkin). For any two lambda terms M and N,
A, F-M = N implies A,•- M = N,
1Unless otherwise stated, we are referring to a call-by-value variant of the CPS transform.
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where M and N denote the CPS transforms of M and N, and A, and An are call-by-value
and call-by-name equational logics. 2
He has also shown that the converse of this theorem is not true by presenting several
examples of equations which ought to hold in a sequential call-by-value language, but are
not provable in A,. Sabry and Felleisen [SF92] strengthened Plotkin's result by extending
the logic of A, to what turns out to be Moggi's computational lambda calculus Acp 3 , to
prove the equational correspondence result.
Theorem 1.1.2 (Sabry-Felleisen). For any two lambda terms M and N,
A,, p-M=N iff An•HM=N.
Sabry-Felleisen's result says that the CPS transform is a function mapping lambda terms
to lambda terms that preserves Acp-equality, as well as distinctions. To state the problem
we are trying to solve precisely, we observe that left-to-right implication of the theorem
says that the CPS transform defines a function, call it B, mapping Acp-equivalence classes
to An-equivalence classes of terms. In fact Sabry and Felleisen's proof of the above theorem
is based on a construction of such a function. The right-to-left implication says that B is
injective and therefore has a left inverse B- 1. To strengthen Sabry-Felleisen's result we ask
whether B or B-1 are lambda definable. More precisely we ask the following questions:
* Is there as lambda term P, such that
A, F (P M)= M?
* Is there a lambda term R, such that
A, ý- (R M) = M?
The answer to the first question, as shown by Meyer and Riecke [MR], is "no". The
Retraction Theorem, which is the main result of this work, answers the second question
affirmatively. However, instead of giving a single lambda term R that defines the inverse of
the CPS transform, we will show there is a type indexed family of terms, R,, such that for
every closed term M of type a, A,p F- M = (R, M).
A version of the Retraction Theorem was first presented by Meyer and Wand [MW85]
in the following form.
Theorem 1.1.3 (Meyer-Wand). For any simple type a, there is a term RL, such that
for a closed term M, of type a
An M = (R, M).
2In Plotkin's work, A, denotes 0, -convertibility, while An denotes #-convertibility. In this paper, we
assume A, and A,, also contain axioms (nh) and (qi) respectively.
3We use AcX to denote the pure segment of Moggi's calculus, while Ac denotes the complete calculus.
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While certainly true, as the authors have pointed out to us, this theorem is somewhat
misleading. The variant of the CPS transform is the call-by-value transform which makes
the computational structure of the term M explicit, but under assumption that M is to be
evaluated under a call-by-value evaluation strategy. The transform does not tell us anything
about how M would behave under a call-by-name evaluation. Therefore, we expect the
equality M = (R, M) to tell us something about the term M and its CPS form in a
context of call-by-value evaluation. In Meyer-Wand Theorem, this equality is an equality in
A•, which is a call-by-name logic and is not sound for call-by-value reasoning. This limits
the applications of the theorem to setting in which call-by-name and call-by-value coincide
(e.g. for pure simply typed terms). To apply the theorem in a wider range of settings, we
need to weaken the logic in which the conclusion of the theorem is proved.
The main contribution of this paper is a stronger and, by above considerations, correct
version of the Retraction Theorem where provability in An is replaced with provability in
Moggi's Ac,. Note that, while stronger than A,, the logic of Ac, is still sound for call-by-value
reasoning, that is, a closed term is equivalent to a value (a variable or a lambda abstraction)
under A,, if and only if it is equivalent to a value under A, [Mog88]. Our version of the
Retraction Theorem reads as follows.
Theorem 1.1.4 (Retraction). For any simple type a, there is a term Ro, such that for
a closed term M, of type o
Ac - M = (R, M).
Moreover, we will show that this is the strongest possible version of the Retraction Theorem,
meaning A•p is the weakest logic in which the conclusion of the theorem holds.
Lambda calculi: Before we go any further, to make our exposition easier to read we
summarize some of the key concepts and explain the notation we use. A more detailed
treatment is given in Section 1.2. The phrase lambda calculus refers to a set of terms -
the language of the calculus - and a set of provable equations - the logic (or the theory)
of the calculus.4 We will consider several different calculi whose languages will consist of
terms closed under lambda abstraction and application, with possible extensions specific to
each calculus. The logic of a calculus is intended to model specific computational behavior
of the terms of the calculus.
We view the CPS transform, and its generalization, the computational transform, as
interpretations of a sequential call-by-value functional programming language with possible
"impure" features (continuations, mutable store, exceptions, nondeterminism, etc.). For the
programming language we choose Moggi's A,, calculus for the following reasons: the logic of
A•p is sound for call-by-value reasoning, and it is complete with respect to a class of models
in which most commonly used "impure" features can be represented. We concentrate on
the the pure simply typed terms first, and later discuss possible extensions that would make
Acp a more realistic programming language.
4 We also consider a type system to be a part of the calculus, but we postpone the discussion of type
systems to Section 1.2.
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The language of Acp consist of terms formed by abstraction, application and let-
expressions. However, the let-expressions can be treated as syntactic sugar. The logic
of Ac, contains (f,) and (,q,), and additional axioms that allow proving equations like
((Ax.x) M) = M. The complete definition of Ap, is given in section 1.2.3.
For the codomains of the transforms, we define calculi An, Am,, and A,. Calculus An is a
call-by-name calculus, the language of which consists only of terms formed by application
and abstraction. The logic of A, is the 3lq-theory. We use An as the codomain of the CPS
transform. Calculus Ami is what Moggi calls a "monadic metalanguage". We define it as
an extension of An with monadic constructs [M]T and (letT x:-M in N). The axioms
of Ami extend those of A, with axioms corresponding to monad laws (see sections 1.2.2
and 1.2.4). Ami is the codomain of the computational transform. Finally we define calculus
A, as an extensions of AcP with constructs [M] and p(M) satisfying axioms [p(V)] = V and
p([M]) = M, where M is an arbitrary term, and V is a value (a variable, an abstraction,
or a term of the form [M]). A, will serve as a codomain of the modified computational
transform.
In our discussion, we also refer to the calculus A,. The language if A, contains terms
formed by application and abstraction, and its logic is defined by (f,) and (,q,) axioms.
We say a calculus A' is an extension of a calculus A if the theory of A is a subset of the
theory of A'. In such cases we write A C A'. Since we assume reflexivity is an axiom in
every lambda theory, this implies that the language of A is contained in the language of A'
whenever A C A'.
The five calculi described above are related as follows:
AvX, C_ Anc Ami and Acp C Ac.
Transforms: In addition to the CPS transform, we study its generalization, the compu-
tational transform mapping AcP to Aml. As we explain below, it is not possible to generalize
the Retraction Theorem to the computational transform. Thus, we will define the modified
computational transform mapping Ap to Ac. We also study the modified CPS transform
that can be viewed as a special case of the modified computational transform. If M is a
AA, term, we write M to denote the CPS transform of M, M to denote the computational
transform of M, M to denote the modified computational transform of M, and M for
the modified CPS transform of M. Figure 1-1 gives an intuitive picture of the transforms
we study. We use symbols Tmi, Tmi~, Tcps, and Tcpst to denote the computational, modified
computational, CPS, and modified CPS transform respectively. Transforms TO and TK are
the auxiliary transforms modifying Tm, and T~,,.
The CPS transform can be viewed as a function mapping lambda terms to lambda terms.
However, we believe that this view is overly simplistic and undermines essential properties
of the CPS transform. Even though, languages of A,, A,, and An coincide, the logics of these
calculi are very different. Looking at the CPS transform as a function mapping a lambda
terms to lambda terms, while forgetting associated logic of the calculus, can be confusing
and lead to misleading results. To get things straight we define the CPS transform as
a function form one calculus to another. In other words, we make a distinction between
languages of different calculi even though they may contain exactly the same terms. For




Figure 1-1: Summary of the transforms.
term, but the same term in the context of A, calculus will be regarded as a A, term. The
problem of defining the correct domain and codomain of the CPS transform does not have
a unique solution. For instance, Plotkin defined the CPS transform mapping A, into A,.
The precise question we are trying to answer in this work is whether there is a Acp term R,
such that for each Ac term of type a, the equality M = (Ro M) is provable in AcX. This
formulation requires that we view the CPS transform as a mapping from Acp to Acp. We
now justify it is correct to do so.
One of the main features of the CPS transform is that it makes the computational
structure of a term explicit in terms of continuations. More precisely, the control of how
to evaluate the rest of the program is encoded in a continuation which is passed to each
function as an explicit argument. In particular we consider the call-by-value variant of the
CPS transform which encodes the call-by-value order of evaluation. The logic of A,, is
sound for call-by-value reasoning and, in fact, the CPS transform preserves Acp-equality, so
Acp is a correct domain for the CPS transform. To show that Acp is a correct codomain of
the transform, consider Plotkin's indifference result:
Theorem 1.1.5 (Plotkin). For any two lambda terms M and N,
A, FM =N iff A, - M = N.
This theorem, as shown in [SW96] can be extended to AcP.
Theorem 1.1.6 (Sabry-Wadler). For any two lambda terms M and N,
Acp-M=N iff A,-M=N.
By these results, A, restricted to the image of the CPS transform is a conservative extension
of Acp,, restricted to the same set of terms. Therefore on terms in the image of the CPS
transform logics of An and Acp coincide. Combined with Theorem 1.1.2, we conclude that
Acp F-M=N iff A F- M=N.
Hence, without loss of generality, the CPS transform can be viewed as a transform from
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Ac, into Acp
.
The CPS transform gives purely functional interpretation of the control of the execu-
tion of a program. Similarly, one can give a functional interpretation of a program that
manipulates mutable store by passing the state of the store explicitly in every function call,
yielding a state passing style transform. As pointed out by Moggi [Mog88], many other com-
putational effects, such as nondeterminism, divergence, interactive I/O, etc., can be treated
in a similar way. Abstracting away from particular properties of each computational ef-
fect we arrive at what we call the computational transform. However, the codomain of
the computational transform is Ami calculus, which makes it impossible to obtain a desired
generalization of the Retractions Theorem. For this reason we will modify the computation
transform to obtain a transform from A,, to A,, for which we prove the Retraction Theorem
in the logic of Ac.
Results: We have already stated the main result of this work, the Retraction Theorem
for the CPS transform (Theorem 1.1.4). We also prove versions of the Retraction Theorem
for the modified computational transform and the modified CPS transform. We now discuss
these results.
Since our version of the Retraction Theorem for the CPS transform is provable in the
logic of A, it is valid in all models of Moggi's computational lambda calculus, which can
model sequential programming languages that include a variety of common features like
mutable store, exceptions, nondeterminism, etc.
We also claim that our version of the Retraction Theorem is the strongest possible, in
the sense that it cannot be proven in a logic, extending A,, that is weaker than Ac,. More
formally,
Proposition 1.1.7. Let A be an extension of A, in which we can prove the Retraction
Theorem,
A - M = (R, M). (1.1)
Then, A is an extension of AcP
.
Proof: Let a be a simple type and let M and N be closed terms of type a such that
A, F- M = N. By Sabry-Felleisen's equational correspondence we have that A• -FM = N,
and by Plotkin's indifference result A, F-M = N, and therefore A H- M = N. This, by
equation (1.1) and congruence, implies that A -M = N, so Ap C A. 0
Viewing the computational transform as a generalization of the CPS transform, a natural
question arises whether the Retraction Theorem generalizes to the computational transform
Tmi. In order to answer this question, that is, to find a definable inverse of Tmi, we need to
make clear in which calculus the inverse should be definable. As explained in Section 1.3.1,
Tmr is a transform from Acp into Am,. We want to formulate the retraction theorem in a logic
that is sound for call-by-value reasoning. The analysis presented for the CPS transform,
in which we show the codomain of the CPS transform is AcP, does not generalize, since
the computational transform, M, of a term M is not a term in the language of A,,. On
the other hand, while it is possible to formulate the Retraction Theorem in the logic of
Am, (since A• A,~ m) to obtain the version below, the logic of Am, is a call-by-name logic
1.1. INTRODUCTION
which is not sound for call-by-value reasoning. In fact, the Meyer-Wand formulation of the
Retraction Theorem is a special case of the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1.8. For any simple type a there is a term Ro, such that for every closed term
M of type a,
Am1, M = (Ro M).
To get a more meaningful generalization of the Retraction Theorem we use the modified
computational transform T,,1i. The modified transform maps A•c to A• . We prove the
Retraction Theorem for the modified computational transform in the logic of A,, which is
conservative over A c, and is sound for call-by-value reasoning. Namely we show:
Theorem 1.1.9. For any simple type a there is a A• term Ro, such that for every closed
term M of type a,
A - M = (Ro M).
Even though the Retraction Theorem for the CPS transform will not follow as a corollary
of the above theorem, we feel that we benefit from studying the modified transform by
abstracting away from particulars of the CPS transform in the more general setting.
Our results are pictured in Figure 1-2. Arrows Ro and Rf denote the definable re-
tractions for the modified computational transform, Tmi,, and the CPS transform, Tcps,
respectively. Note that RK is also a retraction of the modified CPS transform T6p,,. The
first diagram presents a general case, and the second diagram can be viewed as a special
case for the CPS transform. One could also consider the state passing style transform, as
another special case.
Acp (mIQA)
Figure 1-2: Summary of the results.
Outline of the proof: Our proof method is a generalization of the evaluation semantics
developed by McAllester et al. [MKO95], which in turn can be viewed as defining a Mitchell's
model of type inference [Mit88]. The method also has roots in Girard's method of Candidats
de Reducibilite [Gir71, Gir72]. However, it must be pointed out that fore mentioned proof
methods are tuned for proving properties of lambda terms in the y77-logic. Since our results
hold in the weaker logic of Acp (and A,), we take a somewhat less structured approach.
Q JCP
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We define define interpretations of terms and types and show that the two interpretations
are related. More precisely, the meaning of a term is defined to be its CPS transform (or
modified CT), while types are interpreted as sets of certain terms in the image of the
transform which represent effect-free computations. The meanings of terms and types are
related by an e-relation, the purpose of which is to separate the meaning of a term into a
part representing its effect-free computation and a part containing its computational effects
(if any). The meaning of a term is said to be e-related to a type set, interpreting the
corresponding type, if its effect-free part is an element of the type set.
Remark. There are several flavors of the CPS transform. With respect to evaluation
strategy we have call-by-value and call-by-name variants of the transform, and with respect
to evaluation order, we have left-to-right and right-to-left variants. In this paper we fo-
cus on call-by-value CPS transform, and assume left-to-right evaluation order. Assuming
the proper adjustments, viz. axioms of A, need to be modified slightly, all of the results
apply when right-to-left evaluation order is assumed. We could also consider call-by-name
evaluation strategy to obtain analogous results.
1.2 Setup and Definitions
In this section we will review the definitions of the elementary concepts used in this paper.
1.2.1 Lambda Calculi
From a computer scientist's point of view, the simply typed lambda calculus represents
the essence of sequential functional programming. In simply typed lambda calculus func-
tions are represented by lambda abstractions, and evaluation is represented by a reduction
relation. In programming languages, there are different strategies of evaluating function
application (function can be evaluated before of after its argument, the argument may or
may not be evaluated before it is passed to a function, etc.). In lambda calculus formula-
tion, these strategies are represented by different variants of reduction relation (e.g. 3, P,,
etc.), thus giving us different lambda calculi. Instead of reduction relation, in this work, we
study its symmetric closure, i.e. an equivalence relation on lambda terms. Therefore, for
our purposes, a lambda calculus is defined by the following parts:
* the language of the calculus defined by a grammar for forming untyped terms,
* the equational logic of the calculus given by a set of axioms, and
* the type system consisting of set of types and a deductive system for proving typing
sequents.
Different lambda calculi will be denoted by the symbol A with subscripts. We will often use
the term calculus and the symbol A to refer to any part of the calculus.
1.2. SETUP AND DEFINITIONS
Language: For each calculus we give a grammar defining the set of terms of the calculus.
In call-by-value calculi (for example, A,, and A,), we define a distinguished subset of the
terms called values. Typically, variables and lambda abstractions will be considered values.
Throughout this paper, unless indicated otherwise, letters M, N, P and Q are assumed to
range over arbitrary terms, while letters U, V and W range over values.
Terms are defined over an infinite set of variables (we use letters x, y and z to range
over variables). A number of constructs are said to bind a variable within a given scope. In
particular, in term Ax.M, Ax binds variable x in M. Similarly, in term (let x=M in N), x
is bound in N, but not in M, and likewise for (letT x=-M in N). If a variable x, occurring
in M, is not bound we say it is free in M, denoted by x E FV(M). We consider two terms
the same if they are identical up to the names of bound variables.
A substitution is a function mapping variables to terms. In call-by-value calculi we only
consider substitutions mapping variables to values. A substitution p is often applied to a
term M, yielding the term pM which is equal to M with p(x) substituted in M for all
free occurrences of a variable x. We assume the substitution is done in the standard way
to avoid incorrect capture of free variables in the term being substituted (renaming bound
variables if necessary).
If p is a substitution we write p{V/x} for the substitution that coincides with p at all
variables, except possibly x where it equals V. We will also write M{V/x} for the term
obtained by substituting V for all free occurrences of x in M.
For notational convenience we will also use contexts. A context can be viewed as a term
with a singe free occurrence of a special variable, called a hole, denoted by I.D. The hole
in a context C1.) can be replaced by a term M to obtain the term CIM). The difference
between substituting a term for a variable, and replacing a term for the hole is that in the
latter case, no renaming of bound variables is done to avoid capture of free variables in the
term being substituted. Consequently, free variables in M can become bound in CJMD.
Note that while we define the language without any reference to types, in our work, we
assume all terms as typable in the appropriate type inference system.
Type inference system: To define a type system of a calculus we first give a grammar
for forming types. The type systems we consider consist of simple types with appropriate
extensions. Thus types will generally include a base type z and functional types a-+7r, where
both a and r are types. We use letters a and r to range over types.
A type assertion is an expression of the form M: a, where M is a term and a is a type.
A typing hypothesis, F, is a set of type assertions of the form x: a, such that no variable
occurs in two assertions in F. We write F, x: a for the typing hypothesis ' U {x: a}, and
assume that x does not occur in F. Finally, a typing sequent is an expression of the form
r > M: a, where r is a typing hypothesis, M is a term, and a is a type.
For each calculus we will give a set of axioms and rules for deriving typing sequents. If
not specified otherwise, we only consider derivable typing sequents. We will often subscript
the symbol > to disambiguate in which system, the sequent is derivable.
Equational logic: There are two ways of defining the equational logic of the calculus. In
first, one considers equations in context, i.e. sequents of the form F >M=N : a, where F is a
typing hypothesis, M and N are terms, and a is a type. Whenever we write r > M=N : a,
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we assume that typing sequents r > M: a and F > N: a are derivable in the type system of
the calculus.
On the other hand, one can consider untyped equations, i.e. formulas of the form M = N,
where M and N are untyped terms.
We point out that these two approaches give different theories, since the untyped the-
ory proves equations between terms that may not be typable. If an equation in context
F c M=N : a is provable, then the corresponding untyped equation, M = N, is provable
as well. Conversely, if M and N are terms such that r > M: a and r > N: a, and M = N
is an equation of the untyped theory, the equation 1F > M=N : a is also provable provided
the Church-Rosser property5 and subject reduction property 6 hold for the calculus. For the
calculi we study in this work, both properties hold, so the untyped theory does not prove
any new equations between terms typable with the same type. Moreover, we only prove
equations between terms of the same type, so we can omit the type information from the
equations, keeping in mind that all terms in the equations are appropriately typable.
A lambda congruence is a set of equations derivable using axioms and rules in Table 1.1.
Note that in all the rules and axioms, the terms are assumed to range over the language of
a particular calculus.
M=M (refl) M=P, P=N (trans)
M=N
M=N (sym) M=N
N =M CMD = CN (congr)
Table 1.1: Axioms and rules of lambda congruence.
With every calculus we associate a set of axioms (in addition to those of lambda con-
gruence) to define the equational logic of the calculus. If an equation is provable form the
set of axioms A, using the axioms and rules of lambda congruence, we write
A•M = N,
or just M = N when it is understood that the equation is provable.
Notational conventions: When writing terms and types, we use parentheses freely to
make expressions easier to read. In doing so we assume application of terms associates
to the left, so that ((M N) P) can be written as (M N P), and the function space type
constructor, -- , associates to the right, so that a--(r--+( v) can be written ar-r-+ v. We
may also write M(N) for (M N), etc.
5A reduction relation -** is said to be Church-Rosser if whenever M --** M1 and M -** M2 , there is a
term M 3 such that M1 -** M3 and M2 -* M3 (cf. [Bar84]).6The subject reduction property says that the reduction relation preserves typing sequents, i.e. if Fr M: u
and M -** N, then F > N: a.
1.2. SETUP AND DEFINITIONS
Nested let-expressions (let xt=M1 in (let x 2=M 2 ... in N)) may be abbreviated as
(let xl=Ml,x 2=M2,... in N).
The identity function Ax.x is denoted by id, and for two terms M and N, the composition
Ax.(M (N x)) is abbreviated as M o N.
1.2.2 Monads and computational effects
Denotational semantics is a powerful tool for describing the meaning of functional programs.
What makes this theory even more attractive is that even the programs containing "impure"
features, such as jumps or assignment, can be given a purely functional interpretation. For
example, in a functional programming language with assignments, programs are interpreted
in state passing style, where each function is passed an extra argument representing the state
of the mutable store. Likewise, each function returns a pair consisting of its result and a new
state of the store. A functional program with non-local jumps, can similarly be interpreted
in continuation passing style.
Monads give a framework, due to Moggi [Mog88], that unifies the ideas used in deno-
tational semantics to handle a particular "impure" feature of functional programs. Strictly
speaking, a monad (in a category) is a categorical concept, providing the structure needed
to give categorical interpretation of functional programs with features like assignment, di-
vergence, exceptions, etc.
Many concepts we use in this paper are motivated by the monadic framework, but rather
than giving a detailed exposition of monads in a category, we find it more useful to present
the intuitive ideas in a simplified way. For completeness, we summarize the main definitions
in the Section 1.9.1. A reader is also referred to [Mog88], [Mog91], and [ML71] for more
details.
For simplicity, assume we want to give a denotational interpretation of a programming
language in the category of sets, so that programs are interpreted as functions, and types
are interpreted as sets.' A monad, T, is defined by a triple (T, 7r, *)8 where: T is a function
mapping sets to sets; for each set A, TJA is a function from A to T(A); and for each function
f: A - T(B), f* is a function from T(A) to T(B). Moreover, the components y and _* of
the monad satisfy the following monad laws:
* right identity: 77* = idT(A),
* left identity: for every f: A > T(B), qA; f* = f, and
* associativity: for every f: A -- T(B), g: B -- T(C) and h: C - T(D),
(f; g*); h* = f; (g; h*)*,
where idT(A) denotes the identity function on T(A), and f; g is the composition of f followed
by g.
7A fully general description could be given by describing a monad in an arbitrary Cartesian closed
category, instead of in Set.
sThe triple (T, rl, -') is called Kleisli triple and it uniquely defines a monad (see Section 1.9.1 for more
details).
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To help understanding how a monad is used in giving a denotational semantics of pro-
grams, we first present several examples.
Example 1.2.1. The nondeterministic monad (N, 7, *) is defined by:
* function N that, to each set A assigns the set P•a,(A), the set of all finite subsets of
A,
* for each set A, the function 77A, assigning the set {a} to each element a of A, and
* for each function f: A - PRfn(B), the function f* is defined by f*(S) = U~s f(a), for
each finite S C A.
This monad can be used to describes nondeterministic computations as follows. A non-
deterministic program, takes a value of type A and, in general, returns a set of results of
type B (one for each computation path). The interpretation of such a program using the
nondeterministic monad is a function from A to Pfn(B). If f is a function representing a
deterministic program, f; rqA represents a nondeterministic program that returns a single
value produced by f. Let f: A -- Pfi(B) and g: B -- Pan(C) be meanings of two nondeter-
ministic programs. The meaning of a program obtained by sequencing these two programs
is given by the function f; g*: A -- P,f(C).
Example 1.2.2. A continuation monad (K, i,q_*) is defined by:
* function K that, to each set A assigns the set (AR)R, where R is a set representing
answers,
* for each set A, the function 77A, assigning the function Ak E AR.k(a) to every element
a of A, and
* for each function f: A -- (BR)R, the function f* is defined by
f*(c) = Ak E BR.c(Aa E A.f(a)(k)),
for each c E (AR)R.
In this monad, one can give the continuation passing style interpretation of programs.
In CPS semantics, a computation is a function that takes a continuation and returns a
result, and a continuation is a function that takes a value and returns a result. Intuitively,
a continuation describes the rest of the program. We interpret a program that takes an
argument of type A and returns a value of type B as a function from the set A to the
set (BR)R. An effect-free program is a program that does not contain any "jumps", so its
interpretation is a function form A to (BR)R, that computes a value and passes it directly
to a continuation. More precisely, if f: A --+ B is a function describing how the program
computes the return value from its argument, the function f; 77B = Ax E A.Ak E BR.k(f(x))
gives the CPS meaning of the program. Similarly, the composition of two programs whose
meaning are given by functions f: A -(BR)R and g: B +(CR)R is given by the function
f;g* = Aa E A.Ak E CR.f(a)(Ab E B.g(b)(k)).
Example 1.2.3. Mutable store can be described by the monad (St, r, _*) where
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* function St assigns, to each set A, the set (A x S)s, where S is a set representing the
store (typically, elements of a S are functions from a set of locations to a set of values
that can be stored in the sore),
* for each set A, the function qA, assigning the function As E S.(a, s) to every element
a of A, and
* for each function f: A -- (A x S)s, the function f* is defined by
f*(c) = As E S.(let (a,s') = c(s) in f(a)(s')),
for each c E (A x S)s
A computation is represented by a function that given a state of the store produces a
pair consisting of a value, and a new state of the store. Programs, that denote functions that
can manipulate the store are interpreted as functions from a set A to the set (B x S)s. The
meaning of a program which does not access the store is given by the function f; r7 = Aa E
A.As E S.(f(a), s), where f: A -* B describes the functional behavior of the program. The
composition of two programs, the meanings of which are given by functions f: A -- (B x S)s
and g: B (C x S)s, is interpreted by the function f;g* = Aa E A.As E S.(let (b, s') =
f(a)(s) in g(b)(s')), which says that the first program is evaluated in the current state of
the store, followed by the evaluation of the second program in the state of the store that
resulted from the evaluation of the first program.
Other examples of monads corresponding to divergence, interactive I/O, exceptions,
mutable store, etc. can be found in [Mog88, Mog89, Wad90, Wad95].
To summarize the above examples, we notice that in each of the examples, the compo-
nents of the monad r and _* satisfy the monad laws. Secondly, computations were described
by the set T(A), where T was either K, N, or St, and the programs were interpreted as
functions from a set A to the set of computations T(B). The effect-free programs were
interpreted as functions obtained by composing the function qB with a function f: A - B,
describing the functional behavior of the program. Finally, programs were composed using
the composition f; g*, where f and g were the meanings of the individual programs.
In the sections that follow, we will concentrate on a general monad, and specifically
on the continuation monad, and formalize the above discussed interpretation of programs.
For the programming language, we use Moggi's A,, calculus. The interpretation will be
formalized by several transforms. For instance, we define the computational transform to
give an interpretation of A,, using an unspecified monad, and the CPS transform to give
the CPS semantics using the continuation monad. For the metalanguage in which we give
interpretation we choose calculi Am,, A, •n and Apv depending on the particular transform
that specified the interpretation. Sections 1.2.3, 1.2.4, and 1.2.5 define these calculi.
1.2.3 Computational lambda calculus
Calculus Acp represents the core of a sequential call-by-value programming language with
possible "impure" effects. Even though Acp does not have any such features as assignment,
continuations etc., its logic is sound with respect to models where such effects can be
interpreted. Our presentation of A•p differs slightly form Moggi's and is in a style more
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familiar to a computer scientist.9 We will define the pure calculus A,, and its extension,
the full computational calculus Ac. Note that while we use Acp to represent a programming
language, we use A, to formalize the interpretation of Acp using the modified computational
transform defined in section 1.3.2.
The computational calculus, A,,, is a call-by-value calculus, and therefore we need to
distinguish between values and terms. The language of AcP is defined by the grammar:
values V ::= x Ax.M
terms M ::= VI(M M) I (let x=M in M).
Axioms of Ac, are given in Table 1.2. We consider only simply typed term over a base type
((Ax.M) V) = M{V/x} (0)
Ax.Vx = V , x FV(V) (rv)
(let x=M in x) = M (unit)
(let X2=(let x 1=M1 in M 2) in M) =
,x 1 € FV(M) (assoc)(let x 1=M1 in (let x2=M 2 in M))
(M N) = (let x=M in (x N)) (let.1)
(V M) = (let y=M in (V y)) (let.2)
Table 1.2: Axioms of A,,.
z. The Acp type system is presented in Table 1.3.
The full computational calculus A, is an extension of Acp with the term constructors:
values V ::= ... [M]
terms M ::= ... (M).
The types of Ac are extended with the unary type constructor T, and rules
9In contrast to [Mog88, Mog91], where A,, is presented as a calculus with two kinds of predicates, equality
and existence, we only consider equality predicates. An existence predicate asserts that a term has a value,
meaning that it has no computational effects. We prefer to define values as a syntactic subclass of terms.
The two approaches are equivalent, in the sense that an existence predicate is provable in Moggi's setting
for exactly the same terms that, in our setting, can be shown provably equal to a value. We should also
point out, that in our presentation, we omit products, but as shown in Section 1.5.5, all of our results hold
if products were included AcP.
1.2. SETUP AND DEFINITIONS
Types:
Inference Rules:
F, x: a > p x: oa (var)
r~pM:a- *, rF, pN: a
r ,p (M N):-r
r, x: a ~c, M: r
r >,, Ax.M: a--r
(app)
(abs)
F >,p M: a, r, x: a >cp N: T
r >cp, (let x=M in N): r
Table 1.3: Type inference rules of A,,.
r>, M: a
r , [M]: T(a)
and
F >, M: T(a)
rI>, Y(M): a (ii)
type the new term constructors.
ioms:
The logic of Ac extends the logic of A,cp with the ax-
and
[4(v)] = V. (A-.77)
The language of A• is certainly more expressive that A,p. However, its logic does not
prove any new equations between AP, terms, that is A, is a conservative extension of A,,.
Proposition 1.2.4. Let M and N be 6,, terms. Then Ac I- M = N iff c,, p- M = N.
Proof Sketch: We define the reduction relation in A,, and show it has the following proper-
ties. First the reduction is Church-Rosser, which implies that if Ac ý M = N, then there is a
term P such that both M and N reduce to P, and secondly, if M is a 6,, term that reduces
to P, then P is also a Acp term. The reduction relation is defined by "orienting" the A\
axioms from left to right. Then the second property is obvious. To show the Church-Rosser
property we consider the reduction relation defined by reductions (P.0) and (p.r), and show
that it commutes with the let, f, and r, reduction relations as defined in [Mog88]. U
In this work we do not use the full expressive power of Ac. Using constructors [.] and
(let)
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(.-), we can define terms
S= Ax.[x] and 7=fAx.,a(x),
for which it is provable that
Ac F- Ro = id. (r-e)
In all of our proofs, we only use terms C and K, and equality (r-e), without any other
reference to constructors [.] and Ip(.). Thus when we consider Ac we are really referring to
Acp extended with terms $ and 7 satisfying equation (r-e) and typable with appropriate
types. Namely for any type a we assume sequents F >cF : a--T(a) and F E>, Z: T(a)-+a are
derivable. As a consequence, our reasoning carries over if we replace E and K with any
terms having the above mentioned abstract properties.
Intuitively, we think of functions £ and 1 in a context of a particular monad. Namely,
given a value denoted by V of type a, F(V) denotes the trivial computation of the meaning
of V which has the type T(a). On the other hand, given a computation m, denoted by M,
of type T(a), R(M) denotes the result of the evaluation of m.
For example, when defining the modified CPS transform (see section 1.3.2), we define
terms SK and RK to be
K df Axk.k x and RK d A.x id.
For a value v, denoted by V, sK(V) denotes a trivial computation of v that, given a
continuation, passes v to the continuation. If M denotes a computation m, RK(M) denotes
the result of evaluating m by passing it a "top-level" continuation id. It is easy to see that
Acp F RK 0o K = id, so the reasoning in Ac, using abstract properties of E and K, applies
when we replace F and K with terms $K and RK.
Even though let-expressions are elementary constructs in Ac, it is sometimes convenient
to treat them as syntactic sugar. The following two lemmas justifies doing so. First we show
that a let-expression is provably equivalent to its de-sugared from.
Lemma 1.2.5. (let x=M in N) = ((Ax.N) M).
Proof: By (/3) and (let.2) we have,
(let x=M in N) = (let x=M in ((Ax.N) x)) = ((Ax.N) M).
The next lemma is necessary to justify omitting the (let) case form the proofs by induction
on the type derivation in A,. Let M and M' be Ac terms such that M' is obtained from
M by de-sugaring all let's in M, that is, by replacing every subterm (let x=P in Q) in
M with ((Ax.Q) P). Then the lemma implies that M is typable with a from hypothesis F
using type inference rules of Ac, if and only if M' is typable with a from F without using
the (let) typing rule.
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Lemma 1.2.6.
F t> (let x=M
derivable in Ac,
Assume M and N do not contain any let-expressions. Then, sequent
in N): a is derivable in ), if and only if sequent r >, ((Ax.N) M): o is
but without using the (let) rule.
Proof Sketch: To show one direction, show that from the antecedents of the (let) rule,
which must be the last rule in the derivation of r c>, (let x=M in N): a, one can derive
r >, ((Ax.N) M): a using (abs) and (app) rules. The other direction is proved similarly. M
An equivalent set of axioms for the logic of A, can be defined using the notion of an
evaluation context.
Definition 1.2.7. An evaluation context is a A. context defined by the following grammar:
E(-) ::= (-) I (V E..D) I (E(-. M) I (let x=E(I. in M) I (let x=V in E(-)),
where V ranges over values, and M ranges over terms.
Intuitively, the evaluation context specifies the order of evaluation. Using the evaluation
context, Sabry and Felleisen [SF93] have formulated a set of axioms, equivalent to axioms
of A,, which are sometimes more convenient to use in proving A6 identities. In their formu-
lation, they use the following equation schema:
((Ax.EjxD) M) = EjMD, (09f)
Lemma 1.2.8 (Sabry-Felleisen). Every instance of the above schema is provable in A,.
In most of our results we prove equations by convertibility and to simplify the proofs we
will refer to equations in Table 1.4. Since A, is conservative over A,P, all of the equalities are
provable in A,P as well. In all of the equations, we assume M, N, P, and Q are arbitrary A•
terms, and V and W denote A6 values. The equations in Table 1.4 all follow easily from )Ap
axioms, or using equation (0,f). For illustration we show how (C-assoc) is proved. Note
that (C-assoc) is not provable in A,.
Lemma 1.2.9. In A• , composition is associative. Namely, for any values U, V and W
((U o V)o W) = (U o (V o W)).
Proof:
((U o V) o W) = Ax.((U o V) (W x))
= Ax.((Ay.(U (V y))) (W x))
- Ax.(let y=(W x) in (U (V y)))
= Ax.(let y=(W x) in (let z=(V y) in (U z)))
- Ax.(let z=(let y=(W x) in (V y)) in (U z))
- Ax.(U (let y=(W x) in (V y)))
= A.(U (V (W x)))
= A.(U ((Ay.(V (W y))) x))
= A.U ((V o W) x)
= (Uo(V o W))
by defn.
by defn.
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(id M) = M
VoW = id
(V (W M))= M
((U o V) o W) = (U o (V o W))
(V o id) = (id o V) = V
(V (let x=M in N)) = (let x=M in (V N)), x V FV(V)
(let x=V in M) = M{V/x}
((let x=P in V) (let y=Q in W)) = (let x=P in (let y=Q in (V W)))









Table 1.4: Identities provable in Ac
1.2.4 Monadic metalanguage
As a formalization of a metalanguage in which a denotational semantics of Ac can be
defined, we introduce Am, calculus. We remark that Am, is what Moggi [Mog91] calls a
"monadic metalanguage", but our presentation is more in tune with a functional program-
ming point of view. We define the calculus Am, to be an extension of the simply typed
OBq-calculus, A,, with a set of constructs corresponding to an arbitrary monad.
The language of Am, consists of the following terms:
M ::= x I(M M) I Ax.M I [M]T I (letT x<-M in M).
Note that above term constructs are different from constructs [-] and let used in A,. The
types of AmI are simple types over a base type z, extended with types of the form T(a)
where T is a unary type constructor, and the type inference rules are added for typing []T
and letT expressions. The type system is given in Table 1.5.
In addition to (0) and (,q) axioms, the logic of Am, contains the additional axioms that
correspond to monad laws. The axioms are given in Table 1.6 below.




r, x: a C>m1 X: o1
F >m1 M: o-*r, r >ml N: a
r >m~ (M N):r
F, x: a >ml M: r




Table 1.5: Type system of Am1.
1.2.5 Calculi A, Anv, Acv, etc.
Calculus An is intended to capture call-by-name evaluation in
language of An is defined by the grammar
programming languages. The
M ::= x I Ax.M I (M M),
and its axioms are
((Ax.M) N) = M{N/x} (p)
and
Ax.Mx = M , x . FV(M). (ni)
In A,, We consider only simply typed terms over a base type z. The type system is described
in Table 1.7.
In order to define a typed CPS transform we need to extend A, with polymorphic types.
Let Av denote this extension. The types of Anv are extended with type variables and
universal types. Namely we have
a ::= I I t - Vt.U.
We will use letters s and t to range over type variables. The type inference rules, in addition
to those of A,, are given in Table 1.8 below. In Any, it is possible to define constructors
S>ml M: T(a), F, x: a>m, N: T(r)
F >m, (letT xz=M in N): T(r) (let)
(unit)
F >ml M: a
r tmD [M]T: T(a)
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((Ax.M) N)= M{N/x} (p)
Ax.Mx = M ,x FV(M) (0l)
(letT xz=M in [X]T) = M (R-unit)
(letT x.=[M]T in N) = N{M/x} (L-unit)
(letT X2z=(letT zX1 =Mi in M 2) in M) =
(letT xl=M1 in (letT x 24=M 2 in M)) FV(M) (assoc)
Table 1.6: Axioms of Amz.
corresponding to a continuation monad. Let us define
K(a) def Vs.(aQ s)--s
[M]K d Ak.k M
(letK xz=M in N) de Ak.(M (Ax.(N k)))
Note that K, [.]K, and letK is to be understood as abbreviation for the corresponding
terms on the right-hand side.
One can give an intuitive interpretation for the above constructs, similar to the intuitive
explanation of the continuation monad given in section 1.2.2. A computation in a contin-
uation monad is a function that takes a continuation and returns a result. A continuation
represents the rest of the program, and can be described as a function that maps values to
results. Therefore, if m is a value denoted by M, the trivial computation of m will take
a continuation and pass m to it. Hence the definition of [M]K = Ak.k M. If N denotes
a computation, and k is (bound to) a continuation, Ax.(N k) denotes a new continuation
that, given a value bound to x, returns a result of computing N with continuation k. Com-
putations denoted by M and N can thus be composed by passing the continuation Ax.(N k)
to M as done in the definition of (letK x=M in N).
To determine a type of a computation of values of type o, let s denote the type of results.
Then a continuation must be of type a--+s and a computation will have type (a-s)---s.
Many authors, e.g. [MW85, Wad90, Mog91, HL92, HD94], define the type of results to be
a fixed (observable) type o. We believe this is not general enough for our purposes. Instead
we define the type of computations to be K(a) = Vs.(a---s)-+s as above. The reason for
defining the type of computations in this way is that we want to show that type a is a retract
of type K(a) (see definition 1.4.1). With our definition of K(a), the functions CK and 1RK,
defined in Section 1.2.3, provide the desired retraction-embedding pair. On the other hand,
1.3. SOURCE TO SOURCE TRANSFORMS
Types:
Inference rules:
or ::- = i + ao
F, x: a >n. 2: a
F >, M: ar7, r >, N: 7
F~ > (M N): 7
F, x: a >• M: r
F >n Ax.M: a-+7
Table 1.7: Type system of simple types for An,.
Types:
or ::= It Vt.a
Inference rules:
FT v M: a
F CV M: a if x is not free in F (gen)
r >, Y M: rt.a
r M: a/t (inst)
Table 1.8: Polymorphic extension of a type system.
to define a retraction-embedding pair from a to the type (a--+o)-o, one would require that
each type a is a retract of the type of answers o. It is also possible to give a proper typing
for the functions CK and RK using recursive types, but we prefer the polymorphic solution.
note that we don't really use the full power of polymorphism, since the only polymorphic
types occur in the form Vs.(a-s)-+s, where s is not free in a.
To restrict the codomain of the CPS transform to a call-by-value language, we also
define the calculus AyPV, to be an extension of Ac, with polymorphic types.
In addition to polymorphic extension, we will also consider an extension of the type
system of a calculus with products. This extension is discussed in Section 1.9.2.
1.3 Source to Source Transforms
A source-to-source transform is simply a function mapping terms of one calculus to terms
of another calculus. Since we work in typed lambda calculi, instead of mapping terms to
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another calculus. However, we will often leave the typing implicit.
Even though, the languages of some of the calculi we study coincide, we will be precise
in specifying the calculus of the domain and the calculus of the codomain of each of the
transforms.
We study transforms which give slightly different interpretations of Ac, in Ami, Ac and
Acpv. The main characteristic of these transforms is that they make the computational
structure of the Acp terms explicit. For example, the CPS transform describes the com-
putational structure of a term in terms of continuations which explicitly appear in the
transformed term.
We study, the computational transform form Ac, to Aml and its modification that maps
AcX into A,. We also study the CPS transform and its modified counterpart as transforms
form Ap into ApV.
1.3.1 The computational transform
The computational transform, Tm, is a generalization of the CPS transform in which the
notion of computations is generalized from continuation passing to an arbitrary one. Intu-
itively, the computational transform gives a functional interpretation of call-by-value pro-
grams with possible "impure" effects, in the calculus Am,. The computational transform was
first presented in [Wad90] as an interpretation of programs by means of list comprehension.
Wadler defines both, call-by-value and call-by-name variants of the transform. The same
transform also appears in [Mog91] as the _2 translation connecting the "computational pro-
gramming language" (i.e. A,) and the "monadic metalanguage" (i.e. Ami).10 Furthermore,
in [HD94], call-by-value and call-by-name variants of the computational transform appear
as call-by-value and call-by-name encodings of programs in Moggi's monadic metalanguage.
Hatcliff and Danvy use the transform to characterize the essential part of the CPS trans-
form, thus breaking the CPS transform into a composition of the generic encoding, given
by the transform Tmi, and, what they call, the "continuation introduction".
= def
defAx.M =d [Ax.M]T
(M N) def (letT xz=M in (letT y-=N in (x y)))
(let x=M in N) df (letT xz:M in N)
Sdef
deff
r Cp M: o = M: T* )
Table 1.9: The computational transform TmI.
1 0In [Mog91], the O translation is defined only for his "simple language", which has no lambda abstractions.
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We concentrate on the call-by-value variant of the computational transform as a trans-
form mapping typing sequents of A,P into typing sequents of Am,. The definition of the
transform is given in Table 1.9. In order to show that the transform is well defined, we need
to show that it maps derivable typing sequents to derivable typing sequents.
Proposition 1.3.1. If r >cp M: a then r' t>m M: T(a').
Proof: Easy by induction on the derivation of r >,, M: a. U
Another aspect of the correctness of the computational transform is the equational cor-
respondence result, which says that the transform preserves equality in A,,, and moreover,
nothing, up to Acp-equivalence, is lost in the transform.
Theorem 1.3.2 (Sabry-Wadler). AP - M = N iff Aml F- M = N.
We point the reader to [HD94] and [SW96] for more detailed analysis of the transform Tmi.
1.3.2 The modified computational transform
In an effort to define a transform, similar to the CT, but mapping Acp into a call-by-value
calculus, we define the modified computational transform, Tmi,, to be a transform from Ap
into A•. The transform Tml, is defined by composing the computational transform Tm, with
the transform T defined in Table 1.10. It is easy to see that the transform To is well defined.
Namely,




(M N)' d (MO NO)
[M]T" C(MI)
(letT xz=M in N)' de (let xz=~(MO) in NO)
( r >mn M:or)' ef r >, Mg:a
Table 1.10: Transform T from Ami to Ac.
In the previous section, we have seen that the transform 7Tm preserves A~p-equivalence.
However, transform 2I, does not preserve this result for all terms. We will, however, show
that the equational correspondence result holds for the transform Tmgs, if we restrict our
attention to pure closed terms.
To compare the transforms 7Tm and 7Tmt, we examine their effect on let-expressions.
By definition we have:
(let x=M in N) = (let x.=M in N),
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and
(let x=M in N) = (let x=RZ(M ) in N).
To see the difference, observe that the terms (letT xz=M in N) and (let x=TR(M) in N),
have similar, but different meanings. The difference is that if the computation denoted by
M has any computational effects, they may be discarded by the function RZ. For example, if
M changed the store, the changes would not be seen in the evaluation of N. In the second
terms, however, any possible effects in evaluation of M, will affect the evaluation of N.
Therefore, if M changes the store, N will be evaluated in the changed store.
Not surprisingly, the equational correspondence result for Tmi" fails for some terms. In
particular we have
A,cp k- (let x=M in x) = M,
but
Ac I- (let x=M in x) = 9(R(M )),
and, in general, (RZ(M)) $ M unless M denotes an effect-free computation. How-
ever, if M is a pure closed term one has that M denotes an effect-free computation, and
E(R(M )) = M . We state this, somewhat informally, in the following lemma.
Lemma 1.3.4. Let p be a substitution mapping variables to "proper" terms. Then for any
term M such that IF >cp M: a,
A, FpM = 9(R(p M
Proof Sketch: While it is possible to define "proper" terms and prove the above lemma in
its own right, the lemma also follows as a corollary of Lemma 1.5.10, provided the "proper"
terms are defined as in the hypothesis of the same lemma. U
From the above lemma, we can conclude that, for the pure closed terms, Tmi. preserves
Acp-equivalence, and combined with the Retraction Theorem, we obtain the following equa-
tional correspondence result.
Theorem 1.3.5. Let M and N be closed Ap terms such that >,pM: a and >~pN: a. Then,
AcpF-M=N iff AcHM =N.
Proof Sketch: Assume A, p- M = N. We need to show that Tmg preserves all axioms of
Acp. The only questionable axiom is (unit), so let us assume that M = (let x=N in x).
By the previous lemma, N = ((N )) = (let x=N in x) as desired.
The other implication in the theorem follows from the Retraction Theorem (Theo-
rem 1.5.11). U
1.3.3 The CPS transform
The Fischer-Reynolds [Fis72, Fis93, Rey72] continuation-passing style transform comes in
several variations: call-by-name, call-by-value, left-to-right and right-to-left. We focus on a
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(M N) d= Ak.M (Am.N (An.m n k))
def(let x=M in N) = Ak.M (Ax.N k)
K(a) def
def { x: o def r,>
(a0-r)' ef= '-K(r') ' >cpM: df >,, M: K(a)
Table 1.11: The CPS transform.
A typed versions of the CPS transform has first been studied by Meyer and
Wand [MW85] for the simple types, and later by Harper and Lillibridge [HL92] in a
polymorphic setting. Our definition differs from the one in this and some other work
(e.g. [Mog88, HD94]) in the definition of the type of computations. As discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2.5, the type of computations, K(a) is defined to be Vs.(aos)-s instead of the more
traditional (a--o)-o, where o denotes a fixed type of answers. The following proposition
asserts that the CPS transform is well defined on typing sequents.
Proposition 1.3.6. If r ,cp M: a then r' >ýpv M: K(a').
As for the computational transform, the equational correspondence result holds for the CPS
transform as well (see Theorem 1.1.2). In fact, this result is a corollary of the equational
correspondence theorem for the computational transform (Theorem 1.3.2), when the CPS
transform is viewed as a special case of the transform T,m as discussed below.
One can define the CPS transform as a special case of the computational transform
by considering the definition of the computational transform as a template, and using
the terms corresponding to continuation monad K instead of the terms corresponding to
a general monad T in Am,. Recall the definition of K, [M]K and (letK x.=M in N)
given in section 1.2.5. Substituting K, [M]K and (letK xz=M in N) for T, [M]T and
(letT x.z=M in N) in the definition of T,,, we obtain the CPS transform. For example,
(M N) = (letK m<=M in (letK n.g in (m n)))
= Ak.M (Am.((Ak.N (An.(m n) k)) k))
= Ak.M (Am.N (An.m n k)).
Another interesting property of the CPS terms is that they behave the same way under
the call-by-name and call-by-value evaluation strategies. This indifference result was used
by Plotkin to simulate call-by-value programs with a call-by-name evaluator. Equationally,
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this means that the call-by-name equational logic is conservative over the call-by-value logic
when restricted to the range of the CPS transform (see Theorem 1.1.5). Because of this
indifference result, without loss of generality, we can restrict the logic of the codomain of the
CPS transform to the logic of Acp. Because of our definition of the types of computations
K(a), the codomain of the CPS transform requires polymorphic types. Therefore we view
the CPS transform as a transform from A,, to Acpv.
1.3.4 The modified CPS transform
Analogous to the modified computational transform we can define the modified CPS trans-
form. We do so by using the terms SK and RK defined in Section 1.2.3 instead of the terms
E and )R in the definition of the transform T, thus obtaining the transform TK mapping
Av to Acpv. Composing the CPS transform with the transform TK, we get the modified
CPS transform from Acp to Acpv. The complete definition of the modified CPS transform is
given in the Table 1.12 below. By the axioms of Acp, we have that RZK 0 K = id, and since
,1 %• (, K X)
def K K def xk.k x(Ax.M) (g Ax.M~) ) - .k
K def
(M N) (K M) (K N~)) R Ax.x (Az.z)
def K K -(let x=M in N) (let x=(R M) inN)
K(a) -f Vt. ( a-- t) -* t
def = {x:u$}
def def ,(= -• K(T') r cp M: a r' , .K(or')
Table 1.12: The modified CPS transform.
this is the only property of the terms E and R we used in reasoning about the modified
computational transform, the results of Section 1.3.2 apply to the modified CPS transform
as well.
1.4 Retractions
In this section we will show that each type a is a retract of the type T(a'), and also that a
is a retract of the type K(a'). In a lambda calculus, we have the following definition of a
retract:
Definition 1.4.1 ([MW85]). Let A be a lambda calculus. A A type a is a retract of a
A type 7, if there are closed A terms E,,, (called embedding) and R,,, (called retraction),
such that >E,,,: a-~r, >R,,,: 7-a, and A F R,,, o E,,, = id.
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In particular we want to show there is a retraction-embedding pair (R, E) such that R is
a definable (in Ac) inverse of the modified computational transform. Similarly, we want to
find a retraction-embedding pair (RK, EK) such that RK is a definable (in Acpv) inverse of
the CPS transform. Therefore we need to show that any Acp type a is a retract of the type
T(a'), and also that a is a retract of the type K(a').
Recall that in Section 1.2.3, we have defined the terms E: a--T(a) and R: T(a)-a and
showed that Ac F- Z o = id. Therefore, it follows immediately that any Ac type a is a
retract of the type T(a).
It remains to show that each type a is a retract of a'. To do so we define the functions
i,: a--a' and jo: a'--a inductively on the structure of a:
def defi,= id j, - id
def def
i__. =_ A f.$ o i, of o j, j,, Ag.j, o R o go i
It is easy to show that functions jo and i, indeed form retraction-embedding pairs.
Lemma 1.4.2. For all a, A, ý- j, o i, = id.
Proof: For a = z the lemma follows trivially. For higher order types we have
((jUa- 4 o i•_-_) x) = (ja-~r (iO__.• x))
= ((Ag.j, o o g o io) ((Af.E o i, o f o j,) x)) by definitions
= j oRo( oioxoj,)oio by (3,,)
= x by lemma 1.2.9, (r-e),
and induction hypothesis
Now define Ea,T(o') = C o i, and R,,T(,') = ja o 7, and from the above lemma, it follows
that a is a retract of T(a'). Moreover, in the next section we will show that Ra,T(,,) is the
inverse of the modified computational transform at type a, that is
Ac F- (Ra,T(a) M) M
for closed M of type a.
To obtain the retraction-embedding pair showing that a is a retract of K(a') we simply
use 6K = Axk.k x and 7RK = Ax.x id instead of £ and R in all the definitions above.
It is immediate that the resulting functions, name them RK and EK, are a retraction-
embedding pair, since in the proof of Lemma 1.4.2 we only used axioms of AP and the
equation Ro £ = id, and we have seen that Ap -~ K o EK = id. In the next section we
will also show that RK is a definable inverse of the modified CPS transform, as well as an
inverse of the original CPS transform.
Remark. We have defined different pairs of functions i, and j,, for each type a. However,
when clear from context, we may omit writing the subscripts, keeping in mind that i (as
well as j) may denote a different function depending on the particular context in which it is
used. We should also point out, that whenever we talk about the modified computational
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transform, we refer to definitions of i and j using functions 6 and JZ, and when we talk
about the CPS transform, we will use the same notation to denote functions i and j defined
using terms EK and RK instead.
1.5 The Retraction Theorem
The main result of this work is a stronger version of the Meyer-Wand Retraction Theo-
rem. First we prove the Retraction Theorem for the modified computational transform
(Theorem 1.5.11). We use the proof of this theorem as a template to prove the Retrac-
tion Theorem for particular transforms of interest, namely for the original CPS transform
(Theorem 1.5.18), and for the state passing style transform (Theorem 1.5.19).
In our version, the conclusion of these theorems holds by convertibility in Ac, Acpv, and
Acpx respectively. Therefore, throughout this section, unless specified otherwise, whenever
we write M = N, when considering the modified computational transform we assume the
equality is provable in A•, when discussing the results for the CPS transform, we assume
the equality is provable in Aypv, and when considering the state passing style transform we
assume provability in Apx.
1.5.1 Interpretation of terms and types
To prove the Retraction Theorem, as discussed in the introduction, we define a framework
similar to Mitchell's type inference model. We define interpretations of terms and types, as
well as, a notion of validity of typing sequents with respect to these interpretations.
The key elements needed in the proof of the Retraction Theorem can be summarized as
follows. For each of the transforms, Tm.i, Tcp, etc., we define: type sets, interpretation of
types as type sets, interpretation of terms using the transform, an e-relation between mean-
ings of terms and types, and a notion of pseudo-application for the terms in the codomain
of the transform.
In this section we give the definitions suitable for the modified computational transform,
but explain how to define analogous concepts for other transforms. By examining the
differences in the definitions, we observe that the following conditions need to be re-proved
for each of the transforms. Let APP(M, N) denote the pseudo-application, and let I[a be
the meaning of a. Then for all terms M and N in the codomain of the transform we require,
that if M E [a-*r] and N e [Ja, then
APP(M, N) E rj (M)
j,(R(APP(M, N))) = (j,_..T(Ir(M)) j,(R(N))). (M)
We now define these key concepts for the modified computational transform and show
that above conditions are satisfied.
Definition 1.5.1. Let p be a substitution. For each of the transforms, Tmi., Tcpsl and 7-,
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we define an interpretation of a term M, relative to a particular transform, to be:
T,,,i [Mp def p
T 8t I[MIp def pM
defT,, 8 MJlp - pM
When the transform used is clear from the context, we will simply write [MJp.
Types are interpreted as certain sets of terms, the so called type sets.
Definition 1.5.2. Let V denote the set {M I M = C(V) for some value V}. A type set is
any subset of D.
Remark. We understand the above definition as parameterized by the term C, so, for
example, when we speak about the CPS transform, we will use term EK instead.
Definition 1.5.3. Let M be a term and let S be a type set. Write M e S iff there is a
term £(V) in S such that
M = (let xl=Pl,..., k=Pk in C(V)),
where X1,..., xk is the sequence containing of all free variables in V, and Pi are arbitrary
terms.
Remark. For simplicity, when M e S, we will assume that M = (let x=P in I(V)) and
that x is the only free variable in V.
The intuition behind the e-relation is to extend the membership relation. In other words,
M is e-related to a set S, if a "value" of M is a member of S (note that a "value" of M
may not be unique). A "value" represents, for our purposes, important part of a term. The
definition of e-relation will be different for each transform, based on the structure of the
transformed terms.
Definition 1.5.4. The interpretation of type a is a type set defined by induction on the
structure of a as follows:
* [tj is the set of all terms of the form C(V) for some value V,
* [ar--+r is a set of all terms C(V) such that for all £(W) E [ar,
(V W) e [7r (P.1)
jr(J?(V W)) = (jo-.,(V) jo(W)). (P.2)
Remark. The preceding definition of the interpretation of types uses terms C and R, as
well as the e-relation. As in the definition of type sets, we will treat terms E and R, as well
as the relation e, as parameters, and when discussing, for example, the CPS transform, we
will assume terms EK and JK, and relation eK were used instead.
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In general, the pseudo-application, App, in the codomain of a particular transform, T,
will be defined so that
T(M N) = APP(T(M), T(N)).
In particular, from the definition of Tm, 1 , we know that
(M N) =(Z(M( ) Z()),
and for arbitrary terms in the codomain of Tmi, we have the following definition.
Definition 1.5.5. The pseudo-application in the codomain of Tmirt is defined to be:
APP(M, N) d(R(M) RZ(N)).
Definition 1.5.4 is motivated by the two conditions, (t) and (t), which we now prove in
lemmas 1.5.6 and 1.5.7 below. The property (P.1) ensures (t) holds, i.e., that type sets [I]
are "closed" under App. Namely we have,
Lemma 1.5.6. For any two terms M and N,
M e a--r] and N e Joi implies APP(M, N) c J.
Proof: Since M E a-+r] and N e I[a, for some £(V) E [a--+r
(let x=P in £(V)) and N = (let y=Q in £(W)). Therefore,
APP(M, N) = (R(M) RZ(N))
= (R(let x=P in E(V)) R(let y=Q in £(W)))
= ((let x=P in R(C(V))) (let y=Q in Z(C(W))))
= ((let x=P in V) (let y=Q in W))
= (let x=P in (let y=Q in (V W)))
= (let x=P in (let y=Q in (let z=R in £(U))))






where £(U) E [rj as desired. E
The property (P.2) ensures that ($) holds, that is, on "proper" terms, j o 7z is a homomor-
phism with respect to pseudo-application in the codomain of T,mi4 and the application in
the domain of TmI#.
Lemma 1.5.7. Assume M E a[o-rJ and N E Hao. Then,
j,(R(APP(M, N))) = (jr,,(T(M)) j,(7Z(N))).
Proof: Since M E [~a-] and N c I[C, for some £(V) E ja--+7- and C(W) E [ra, M =
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(let x=P in 6(V)) and N = (let y=Q in 6(W)). Therefore,
j(R(APP(M, N))) = j(R(R(M) R(N)))
= j(R(let x=P in (let y=Q in (V W))))
= (let x=P in (let y=Q in j(R(V W))))
= (let x=P in (let y=Q in (j(V) j(W))))
= ((let x=P in j(V)) (let y=Q in j(W)))
= ((let x=P in j(R(E(V)))) (let y=Q in j(R(E(W)))))
= (j(R(let x=P in 6(V))) j(R(let y=Q in 6(W))))
= (j(RZ(M)) j(RZ(N)))
by defn.







Note that we used the fact that j(V) and j(W) are values, which follows directly from the
definition of j's. a
Our goal is to prove validity of derivable typing sequents. To do so we define notions of
truth and validity as follows.
Definition 1.5.8. Given a substitution p, a type assertion M: a is true if [M]p e ~aj; M: a
is valid if it is true for every substitution; and p is said to satisfy a typing hypothesis F, if
every type assertion in F is true with respect to p. Finally, a typing sequent F > M: a is
valid if M: a is true for every substitution that satisfies F.
Remark. As with the other definitions of this section, we understand the definition of
validity as parameterized by the E-relation, and when speaking about other transforms, we
assume the notion of validity is defined with respect to appropriate version of the e-relation.
1.5.2 The Retraction Theorem for the modified computational transform
The main result of this paper, the Retraction Theorem, is a direct corollary of the Soundness
Lemma below. The lemma says that every derivable typing sequent is valid. Moreover, the
lemma includes an additional assumption, (S.2), which is the statement of the Retraction
Theorem generalized to open terms. The structure of type sets interpreting types is such
that it tightly couples the two conditions (S.1) and (S.2). Before we state and prove the
Soundness Lemma, we prove an auxiliary result that is needed later in the proof.
Lemma 1.5.9. For each type a, C(io(V)) E Jau.
Proof: By induction on the structure of a. For base type t, 6(i,(V)) = $(V) is in I[z by
definition. For higher order types we need to show (P.1) and (P.2). Let 6(W) E Jua.
(ioa.,(V) W) = C(i,(V jo(W)))
= E(let zx(V jo(W)) in i,(x))
= (let x=(V jo(W)) in E(i,(x)))
by defn. of io,
by (let.2)
by (C-appl.1)
This shows (P.1), since $(i,(x)) is in Irl by the induction hypothesis. (P.2) can be shown
by computing
jr(R(io-..r(V) W)) = j,(R($(ir(V jo(W))))) by defn. of ia,-
= (V jo(W)) by (r-e) and Lemma 1.4.2
= (jo,-,(io,-•(V)) jo(W)) by Lemma 1.4.2.
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Thus, £(i_,r(V)) is in [[a-r)]. E
Lemma 1.5.10 (Soundness). Assume F is a typing hypothesis such that >,cp M: a. Let
p be a substitution satisfying F, and let p' be a substitution such that for each xi: ai E F,
p'(x2 ) = j.,(p(x1 )). Then,
Tm e [MIp E Pr (S.1)
jo(RZ(pM )) = p'M (S.2)
Proof: By induction on the type derivation of F >,P M: a. Note that (S.2) implies that
j(R(pM )) = j(JZ(p{i(j(x))/x}M )). (S.3)
Case (var): Assume F >,p x: a. This implies that x: a E F. To prove (S.1) we need to show
that [xMp E 1a), which is true for any p that satisfies F. To show (S.2) we compute
jo(R7(p( ))) = jo(1Z(p(C(x)))) by defn. of T
= jo,(R(C(p(x)))) since £ is closed
= jo(p(X)) by (r-e)
= p'(x) by defn. of p'.
Case (app): Assume r >,p M: a-*r and F >,p N: a so that r >,p (M N): r. Let p be a
substitution that satisfies F. (S.1): By induction hypothesis jMjp e [a- r and [Nip E uaj.
By definition,
[(M N)jp = (1Z([Mjp) 7(Z(INp)) = APP(IMip, jN]p)
and, by Lemma 1.5.6, APP([Mip, [Njp) e •8r. (S.2): By induction hypothesis,
j(7(IMQ p)) = p'M and j(7R([[Np)) = p'N,
and by Lemma 1.5.7,
j(RZ(APP( M p, ~N p))) = (j(RZ(jM p)) j(R([N]p))) = (p'M p'N) = p'(M N).
Case (abs): Assume F, x: a >,p M: r so that F >,p Ax.M: a-r. To show (S.1), first observe
that
pX.M = p(&(Ax.M )) = (p(Ax.M )),
so that pA.M is of the form £(V), and thus, we need to show that pAx.M E [a-- l-.
Let E(W) E Ial, and show (P.1) and (P.2). We have
(p(Ax.M) W) = ((Ax.p{x/x}M ) W) by defn. of subst.
p{W/x}s by (0,).
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Since £(W) E [ar], p{W/x} satisfies r,z:a, so by the induction hypothesis (S.1),






by ind. hyp. (S.2) and (S.3)
by (0,)
by defn. of j~-,.





by defn's and (r-e)
by defn. of j-,,
by Lemma 1.5.9
by Lemma 1.4.2
and ind. hyp. (S.2)
and defn. of subst.
Theorem 1.5.11 (Retraction, for Tmi). Let M be closed such that •>cM: a. Then,
A, I- M = j,(1Z(M)).
Proof: Follows immediately from Lemma 1.5.10. a
1.5.3 Back to CPS
We now focus on continuations and the modified, as well as original, CPS transform.
The modified transform
Observe that in the proof of the Soundness Lemma and the Retraction Theorem we only
used abstract properties of functions £ and R, namely that R o £ = id. Therefore, if £
and 7 are replaced by any functions £' and V' (of the correct type) for which 7' o £' = id,
our results will still hold. In particular, recall that, in the definition of the modified CPS
transform, EK and ?RK were defined as Axk.k x and Ax.x id respectively, and it follows that
Acp, R K o £K = id. This gives us the retraction result for the modified CPS transform
as a direct corollary of Lemma 1.5.10.
Corollary 1.5.12. Let M be a Acp term, and let F be a typing hypothesis such that
Frc, M: a. Let p be a substitution satisfying F and let p'(x,) = jo,(p(x,)) for each x,: a, E F.
Then,
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Ac, p'M = K(p )). (S.2K)
In particular, if M is closed
AcpV M = j(7ZK( ))
The original transform
Unfortunately, the modified CPS transform differs slightly from the original CPS trans-
form, and the above corollary does not apply. Nevertheless, we can salvage the retraction
result by examining similarities and differences between the CPS transform and its modified
counterpart, and adjusting the definitions of the e-relation and pseudo-application appro-
priately. Looking at the transforms of an application one can see that if M = E(R(M))
and N = we have
(M N) = Ak.(R(M) R(N) k).
It will follow that for a proper substitution p, pM = £(R(p M)), and therefore that the
the modified and original CPS terms only differ by (rq) with respect to the continuation
variable k, i.e. for a proper substitution, p, Ak.(p-W k) = pM. However, since pMW may
not be a value, this equality may not hold in Acpv. The role of the s-relation is to separate
essential form non-essential (for our purposes) structure of a term. Thus we can modify the
e-relation to hide the extra structure introduced by the CPS transform. The new E-relation
is defined as follows.
Definition 1.5.13. For a term M and a type set S write
M eK S iff M = Ak.((let xl=P1 ,..., xk=Pk in £(V)) k)
for some £(V) E S, and where k is a fresh variable and xl,...,zk include all free variables
in V. As before we write M = Ak.((let x=P in I(V)) k) whenever M eK S. Note that
M EK S iff Ak.(M k) e S, assuming k is not free in M.
Remark. Recall that in the definition of the interpretation of types (definition 1.5.4) we
used the E-relation, as well as terms £ and R. In this section we assume j[ai to be defined
using the 6 K relation and terms gK and 7RK instead. Similarly, we use the eK-relation in
the definition of validity (definition 1.5.8).
The definition of the pseudo-application in the codomain of the CPS transform is derived
from the transform of the application. Namely we have
(M N) = Ak.M (Am.N (An.m n k)),
and consequently we define APPK, so that (M N) = APpK(M, N).
"For the rest of this section we drop the superscripts from EK and tK.
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Definition 1.5.14. The pseudo-application in the codomain of the CPS transform is de-
fined to be
AppK(M, N) ef Ak.M (Am.N (An.m n k)).
Having defined T•pM]p, [aT, APPK and EK we need to show that these definitions fit
together as before. Namely, it remains to prove that conditions (f) and ($) hold. We do so
in the two lemmas below.
Lemma 1.5.15. Let M and N be two terms such that M EK Iea---rI and N EK [Iu. Then,
AppK(M,N) K K•".
Proof: By assumption,
M = Ak.((let x1=P1 in £(V1)) k) and N = Ak.((let x 2=P2 in C(V 2)) k)
for some £(VI) E jca--rj and E(V2) E [a]. Thus we have
Ak.M (Am.N (An.m n k)) =
= Ak.(Ak.((let xl=P1 in &(V1 )) k))
(Am.(Ak.((let x 2=P 2 in £(V 2)) k)) (An.m n k)))
= Ak.((let x•=P 1 in E(Vi))(Am.((let z2=P2 in E(V2)) (An.m n k)))
= Ak.(E(let xl=P1 in V1)
(Am.(C(let x2 =P2 in V2) (An.m n k)))
= Ak.((Axk'.k x) (let xl=P1 in V1 )
(Am.((Axk'.k' x) (let x2=P2 in V2) (An.m n k)))
= Ak.((let xl=Pl in Vi) (let x2=P 2 in V2) k)
= Ak.((let x 1=P1 in (let x2=P2 in (VI V2))) k)
= Ak.((let x 1=P1 in (let x2=P2 in
Ak'.((let x=Q in E(W)) k'))) k)
= Ak.(let x•=P1 in (let x2=P2 in ((let x=Q in C(W)) k)))












Lemma 1.5.16. Assume M eK Ja--,rj and N _K Joa. Then,
j,((APPK (M, N))) = (jao--(7(M)) j*(IZ(N))).
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Proof: Assume that M eK Ta--÷i] and N eK [~iJ so that for C(V 1) E I[r--*I and E(V2) E oar,
M = Ak.((let xl=P1 in E(V1 )) k) and N = Ak.((let 22=P2 in &(V2)) k).
j(R7(APPK(M, N))) = j(RI(Ak.M (Am.N (An.m n k))))
= j(R((Ak'.(Ak.(let x1=P1 in £(V1)) k)(Am.(Ak.(let X2=P2 in E(V2)) k) (An.m n k'))))
= j(1R(Ak.(let x1=P1 in (let x2=P2 in (V1 V2))) k))
= j(R(let x•=P 1 in (let X2=P2 in (Vi V2))))
= (let x1=Pl in (let X2=P2 in j(R(Vi V2))))
= (let x•=Pf in (let X2=P2 in (j(Vi) j(V2))))
= (j(RZ(let xl=Pl in £(V1))) j(R(let x2=P2 in C(V2))))
= (j(R(Ak.(let x1=P1 in £(Vi)) k))
j(RI(Ak.(let x2=P2 in £(V2)) k)))
= (j(R(M)) j(R(N)))












Lemma 1.5.10) for the
Lemma 1.5.17. Assume P is a typing hypothesis such that r >,c M: a. Let p be a
substitution satisfying r, and let p' be the substitution such that, for each xi: ai E r,
p'(xj) = jo,(p(x1 )). Then,
Tc, 8 MIp ,K 1[a0
jo(R(p M)) = p'M
(S.1K)
(S.2K)
Proof: The (var) and (abs) cases are the same as in Lemma 1.5.10. The (app) case follows
from lemmas 1.5.15 and 1.5.16. E
Finally, as a direct corollary, we obtain the Retraction Theorem for the original CPS trans-
form advertised in the introduction.
Theorem 1.5.18 (Retraction, for the CPS transform). Let M be a closed term such
that >CM: a. Then,
AV I M = jo(lK(M)).
Proof: Follows immediately from Lemma 1.5.17. U
1.5.4 The state passing style transform
Analogous to the CPS transform, to give a functional interpretation of a language with
mutable store, we define the state passing style (SPS) transform. In this section we will
sketch how the Retraction Theorem can be proved for the SPS transform. As learned
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in the previous section, the key in translating the ideas from the abstract version of the
Retraction Theorem for the modified computational transform is the definition of the proper
e-relation, as well as the definition of the pseudo-application such that conditions (t) and
($) are satisfied.
The SPS transform, T,,,, maps Acp to an extension of Acp with product types, denoted
Acpx. Assume S is a special type denoting the state of the store. For instance, S can be
defined to be a function space Loc-+ Val, where Loc denotes the type of locations and Val
denotes the type of values that can be stored in the store. Note that the development we
sketch below, does not depend on the actual implementation of a store, so we will think of
S as representing an abstract mutable store.
The computations interpreting programs that may change the store are defined as terms
of type S-+(a x S). The SPS transform maps terms to computations, as given in Table 1.13.
(Note: we write (let (x, y)=M in N) to abbreviate (let z=M, zx=r 1(z), y= r2(z) in N).) To
* def AS.(XS)
AX.M* def As.(Ax.M*,s)
(M N)* d As.(let (xi,sl)=(M* s),(x 2, 2)=(N* S1) in (x1 X 2 s2))
(let x=M in N)* As.(let (x,sl)=(M* s) in (N* si))
Sdef Xi def
(a )' m')(S (r' x )) (x M: S-(a' x S)
Table 1.13: The SPS transform.
apply the proof of the Retraction Theorem for the modified computational transform to the
SPS transform we define interpretations of terms and types, the pseudo-application, and
the e-relation. Before we do so, we need to define terms Es and Rs, the intuitive meaning
of which is analogous to the meaning of EK and R'K used in the Retraction Theorem for
the CPS transform. We define
Es def Ax.As.(x,s) and S def Ax.(r 1(x initial-state),
where initial-state is a value of type S, denoting some initial state of the store. It
follows easily, that R s o Es = id is provable in Acpx.
The interpretation of terms using the SPS transform is defined to be
def
•psiMlp _ p(M*).
The notion of type sets and interpretation of types, is the same as before, but using the
definitions of Es, Zs and es instead of C, RZ and e. Relation s' is defined as follows. If S
is a type set and M is a term we write M es S iff there is a term P and a value V, such
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that M = As.(let x=P in (V, s)). Finally, the pseudo-application APPS is defined to be
APPS(M,N) df As.(let (Xl,sl)-(M s), (2, S2)=(N 81) in (xl X 2 s2))).
It can be shown that, using the above definitions, conditions (t) and (t) hold, and we
obtain the Retraction Theorem for the SPS transform.
Theorem 1.5.19 (Retraction, for the SPS transform). For any type a, and every
closed term M, such that >cpx M: a,
Acpx - M = j,(Z(M*)).
1.5.5 Extensions of the main results
Simply typed lambda calculus serves well as an elementary model of a functional program-
ming language, but it is too simple to serve as a practical programming language. To make
our results applicable to a real-life situation, we need to extend the Retraction Theorem to
a more powerful language. There are two directions in which one can proceed. We can add
additional language constructs to the language (such as numerals and primitive operations,
if-then-else, recursion, etc.), or we can extend the type system of the language. We discuss
some extensions using both approaches for which we have been able to prove the retraction
theorem, as well as, those for which we only have partial results.
Adding new language constructs
Extending the Retraction Theorem to an extension of Acp with constants of a base type and
primitive operators such as numerals is quite straightforward. However, adding arbitrary
constants of higher order types may be more difficult. The difficulty lies in ensuring the
closure conditions imposed on type sets by the addition of such constants are satisfied. For
example if a constant c of type a--+r is added to AcP, we need to make sure that if M e a
then APP(c, M) E -r. While such closure conditions are determined based on the type
of new constants, the proof they are satisfied will, in general, depend on the functional
behavior of the new constants.
Numerals and primitive operators: One of the simplest extensions of A,,p is to add
natural numbers together with primitive operators, such as successor and predecessor. This
extension of A,P includes adding a new base type of natural numbers, as well as adding the
constants to denote numerals and primitive operators. The Retraction Theorem, for any
of the transforms we have discussed, can easily be extended to the extended calculus. The
proof is given in Section 1.9.2.
Divergent element: The difference between call-by-name and call-by-value evaluation
strategies becomes apparent only in presence of actual computational effects. So far we have
only considered pure simply typed terms. In this setting every closed term is equivalent to a
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value in both logics of A,~ and A,. Therefore, if we were to stop here, it would be unjustified
to claim significant improvement over the original Meyer-Wand Retraction Theorem.
The simplest computational effect we can add to the language is divergence. In pres-
ence of divergence A, reasoning is no longer sound for call-by-value languages, so for any
applications in Ap extended with divergence, we really need the stronger version of the
Retraction Theorem provable in the weaker logic of A,,. While extension of the Retraction
Theorem to a language with divergence, which we now present, is quite straightforward, it
is important since it illustrates the practical difference between Meyer and Wand's and our
formulation of the Retraction Theorem.
Divergence is represented by the divergent element, 2, that is added to the language
of Asp as a constant, but it is not considered a value. The axioms for R specify that an
application diverges if either the operators or the operand diverges. Moreover, these axioms
identify all divergent terms. The axioms are:
(n M)= Q (n.1)
(M Q)= m. (Q.2)
One can verify that the resulting equational logic is consistent and that it cannot prove
Q = V for any value V. The type system is extended with the axiom
r rcp Q: a (A)
which says that S has every type. The modified computational transform is defined on Q
to be
Sdef
Since Q has every type, to prove the Retraction Theorem for XA,+Q we need to extend
Lemma 1.5.10 for the case of typing axiom (Q). In other words we need to show (S.1): that
£ E I[a, and (S.2): that j,(IZ(5 )) = Q for every type o. The second condition follows
trivially from the definition of Q and axiom (S.2). To prove the first condition observe
that
Q = (let x=Q in E(i(x))),
and by Lemma 1.5.9, £(io(x)) E [al for every a.
The very same reasoning can be applied to extend the Retraction Theorem for the CPS
transform to Ap+f. The CPS transform is defined on Q to be
-- def 2 k.
Conditions (S.1IK): that Q SK Jau for every type a, and (S. 2K): that j,(?R(f)) = Q, in
Lemma 1.5.17 are proved as above.
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Extending the type system
Many programming languages have more complex type systems than simple types, so to
extend the applicability of our result we will discuss what is needed to extend the retraction
result to a language with a richer type system.
A new type system will, in general, introduce new types, new typing rules, and sometimes
new term constructors. First we need to extend the definitions of type sets [a], as well as,
functions j, and i, for each new type a. This has to be done in such a way that
* j, Oi = id,
* jo(V) and io(V) are values, for any value V, and
* conditions (S.1) and (S.2) in Lemma 1.5.10 are preserved by the new type inference
rules.
Moreover, if new term constructors are introduced, such as pairs and projections, one needs
to extend the definition of the transform to include the new terms.
Products and sums: The retraction result can easily be extended to a language with
products and/or sums. Let Ap,, denote the extension of A,, with product types and simi-
larly for Ac and Acpv. Then we can obtain the following results.
Theorem 1.5.20. For every Acp, type a, there is a term Ro, such that for any closed M
of type a,
Ax F- M = (Ro M).
Theorem 1.5.21. For every Acpx type a, there is a term Ro, such that for any closed M
of type a,
Acpv FM = (R, M).
The proof of the above extensions is quite straightforward, but lengthy and is given in
Section 1.9.2. Analogous results can be obtained for an extension of Acp with sum types.
Recursive types: The recursive type discipline introduces types of the form ft.a. We
intend to interpret a type !st.a as a fixed point of the function t F a. In order to extend our
results to Acp extended with recursive types we need to define retraction-embedding pairs
(jo, i,) at new types. In particular how does one define i,t,. and j,t.o, or even it and j,?
To motivate a solution, consider the following example. Let r = pt.t-•+t. Then in the
recursive type discipline one can type t>(Ax.x x): 7r--r. Assume we have defined terms i,
and j,, and we try to compute
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To complete this derivation, one would like to have i,(x) = C o io j,, so we can continue
S= Ax.j(C(i,(x j,(i,(x)))))
- Ax.x x
What we see from this example is that the two occurrences of x in A•.x x "act" as hav-
ing types r--~ and 7, respectively. Similarly, we would like the two occurrences of i, in
Ax.j,(R(i,(x) i,(x))) to "act" as i,,, and i,. A solution to our problem is to find a uniform
definition for i's and j's at all types. Namely, we want a retraction-embedding pair (j, i)
that satisfies the following definition.
Definition 1.5.22. A term F is called a total function if F is a value and, for any value
V, (F V) is provably equal to a value.
A pair of total functions (j, i) is a uniform retraction-embedding pair if i and j satisfy
system of equations
j(f) = jolo foi
i(g) = Coiogoj (,)
joi = id.
While it remains open whether there is a pair of terms satisfying the above conditions,
we will assume we are given such a pair of functions and, under this assumption, show how
the Retraction Theorem can be extended to recursive types. Moreover, since the recursive
type system can type all terms, as a corollary we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1.5.23. Assume total functions i and j exist that satisfy equations (*). Then,
for any closed lambda term M,
A, c- M = j(RZ(M )).
Of course, the analogous theorems hold for the other transforms as well.
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.5.23. First, since we need to define
interpretation of all types, which includes types with free variables and, in particular, type
variables alone, the interpretation will be defined relative to a type environment. A type
environment is simply a function mapping type variables to type sets. Secondly, for technical
reasons that will become apparent later, instead of dealing with untyped terms, we will work
with derivable type sequents. 1 2 Hence, our definitions of Section 1.5.1 need to be modified
slightly.
Definition 1.5.24. A type set is any set of derivable typing sequents of the form JF$(V): a,
for some value V, closed under all possible typings, i.e., if S is a type set and r t,> (V): a is
in S, then all derivable sequents Fr c> (V): a, are in S as well. Let V denote the set of all
derivable typing sequents, and let S be the set of all type sets.
12Up to now, the typing of all terms was implicit, but in this section we need to refer to types of terms
explicitly.
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Definition 1.5.25. The relation E is a subset of ) x S defined by r > M: a E S iff there is
Fl IE(V): ol E S such that r> M = (let xl=P1 ,...,xk=Pk in E(V)) : a, where xi's contain
all free variables in V.
The recursive type system extends the simple types by adding type variables and type
expressions of the form tLt.a. The new inference rules are
F > M: a{pLt.a/t}
r t> M: jt. I)
r , M: at.ao
r > M: a{pt.a/t} ( E)
One can understand these rules by considering the type At.a as the type r, satisfying
equation r = a{r/t}. Thus we need to define the interpretation, IT[rv, of r such that it
satisfies the equation
I[rli = a[c{r/t}Jv.
In other words [r11v should be a fixed point of the function
AS.[ojuV{S/t}.
(We assume the interpretation will satisfy [a{r/t}lv = [Mu{lvr]v/t}.) The difficulty lies
in showing that for any a and v, the function AS.Iajv{S/t} always has a fixed point. To
do so, we define a metric on the space of all type sets so that the resulting metric space
is complete. Then we show that each function AS.aj]v{S/t} is a contraction, and thus,
by Banach's Fixed-point Theorem, has a unique fixed point. Mac Queen et al. [MPS86]
have developed such a framework, of which our development can be viewed as a special
case. Namely, our domain consists only of finite elements (typing sequents) ordered under
discrete order, thus greatly simplifying general purpose structures used in [MPS86].
The metric on the space S of all type sets is defined using a rank function. In general,
a rank function is any function assigning natural numbers to elements of the domain - in
our case typing sequents.
Definition 1.5.26. For any two type sets S and R, the closeness of S and R is equal to
c(S, R)de min {rank(s) s E S e R},
where S $ R denotes the symmetric difference between two sets. If the the sets S and R
are the same, we define c(S, R) = oo. The distance between S and R is defined
d(S, R) 2-c(S,R)
If c(S, R) = 0c, we define d(S, R) = 0.
The proof that d is a metric on S can be found in [MPS86]. Moreover, this construction is a
general one for which it can be shown that (S, d) is a complete metric space (see [MPS86]).
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Recall that (S, d) is a complete metric space iff every Cauchy sequence in (S, d) has a limit
in (S, d).
Lemma 1.5.27. The metric space (S, d) is complete. In particular if (Si) is a Cauchy
sequence in (S, d), the set S of all typing sequents s, that occur in all but finitely many Si
is the limit of (Si).
Recall the definition of a contraction and Banach's Fixed-point Theorem.
Definition 1.5.28. A function f: S -+ S is (uniformly) contractive if there is a real number
0 < a < 1, such that for all S, R E S,
d(f(S), f(R)) < a d(S, R).
Function f is called non-expansive if the condition on a is relaxed to 0 < a < 1.
Theorem 1.5.29 (Banach). Let (X, d) be a complete metric space, and let f: X -+ X be
a contraction. The, f has a unique fixed-point in X.
In particular, in metric space (S, d), the contractive (non-expansive) functions are charac-
terized in terms of closeness.
Proposition 1.5.30 (Mac Queen et al.). A function f: S" -+ S is non-expansive iff for
all S1,..., S,, RI,..., R E S we have
c(f(S1,...,S,), f(R 1,..., R,)) > min c(S,,R,),
and is contractive iff for all Si,..., S,, R 1,..., R, E S, with some Si $ Ri we have
c(f(S1,..., Sn), f(R,..., R,)) > min c(Si, R,).
Finally, we define a particular rank function based on the type of a sequent.




rank(au-r) 1 + max {rank(a), rank(r)}
rank(pt.a) 1 + rank(a).
The rank of a derivable typing sequent Ir c M: a is equal to rank(a).
The important feature of the rank function is that is uniquely defined for every typing
sequent, and that the rank of 7--+r is strictly larger than rank of either a or 7, intuitively
saying that a function has higher rank than its argument or result. We use this fact in the
definition of type sets intended to interpret function spaces.
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Definition 1.5.32. Let S be a type set and r be an integer. Define
S, s E S I rank(s) < r}.
Let S and R be type sets. Define S--sR to be the set of all typing sequents Fr > (V): a
such that if r = rank(r > E(V): a), for all Fr > E(W): a E S,
* for all r2 and a2 of rank less than r, r2 t (V W): a2 e R,, and
* r > j(R(V W))=(j(V) j(W)) :6a, for some 173 and a3.
Lemma 1.5.33. f: S, R " (S-+sR) is a contraction.
Proof: Fix type sets S1, S2, R 1 and R2. Using Proposition 1.5.30, it suffices to show that
if s is a witness that S 1-- sR 1 is different from S 2--sR 2, then there is, either a witness that
S1 is different from S2 or that R 1 is different form R 2 , of rank lesser than rank(s). Assume
S1--*sR1 S2-- sR 1. Then there is r > (V): a that is in one set but not the other. Without
loss of generality we can assume r > C(V): a E Sl-sR1. Let r = rank(r > 6(V): a). Since
r > E(V): a S2-+sR 2, by the definition of --s, there is rl > E(W): a1 E (S2),, such that
either
* r2 t (V W): a2 ' (R2)r, for some r2 and aO of rank less than r, or
* 13 > j(R(V W)) $ (j(V) j(W)) :a 3 , for all r3 and a3.
We have two cases: either rl > E(W): or is in (Si),, or not.
Case rl r>E(W): al E (SI),: Then, by definition of -s, and since T~>(V): a is in SI-*sR1,
we must have r3 C j(R(V W)) = (j(V) j(W)) : a3, and therefore it must be the case that
r2 > (V W): a 2 [ (R 2),, but, by definition of -+s, r2 > (V W): a 2 E (R 1),. This, by definition
of e, implies there is r4 > 6(U): a4, of rank less than r, in R 1, but not in R 2. Therefore,
c(Ri, R2) < r.
Case F, > 6(W): a1 0 (Si),: Since rl > E(W): a, is in (S2),, it has rank less than r and is
in S2, but not in S1 and hence, c(S 1, S2) < r.
In either case, c(S1--sRi,S 2-+sR2) > min(c(S 1,S2),c(R 1, R 2)). -
We can now define interpretation of types.
Definition 1.5.34. Let v be a type environment mapping type variables to type sets. The
interpretation of types [.1 is defined as follows:
I[tIV Le= (t)
[Lt.a1jv d fixed point of AS.I[a]v{S/t}
To show that this definition is a valid one we need to show that every function AS.0[a]v{S/t}
is a contraction, and therefore, by Banach's theorem has a unique fixed point. Obviously, the
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function AS.t]gv{S/t} = AS.S is not contractive. As discussed in [MPS86] (section 5), this
is the only problematic case, and for all types a that do not contain pt.t as a subexpression,
j[aDv is well defined. To remedy this situation, we can either syntactically restrict the set
of types, as done in [MPS86], to exclude the ones containing yut.t as a subexpression, or
we can define the meaning of /It.t to be, say, the type set US. Since every type set S is a
fixed point of the identity function, this definition is consistent with our specification that
•pit.tjv is a fixed point of AS.ltjv{S/t}.
It remains to show how to modify Lemma 1.5.10 to extend the Retraction Theorem to
recursive types. We only sketch the proof.
Lemma 1.5.35. Assume F > M: a is derivable, and let p be a substitution, and v be a type
environment such that for each xi: a, E F, F' r>p(C(x)): T(oa) E o[ai]v. Let p' be substitution
such that F > p'(xi) = j(p(xi)) : ai for each xi: ai E r. Then
* F' > pM :T(a') e [auv, and
* > M = j(R(pM )):a.
Proof Sketch: All cases, (var), (app), (abs) and (let) follow by almost the same argument.
The only difference in (app) and (abs) cases comes form the modified definition of [a--r]v,
where one need to pay attention to ranks of typing sequents. The recursive types introduc-
tion and elimination rules, (yu I) and (y E), preserve validity, since by definition, [1-it.a]v is
a fixed point of AS.joa]v{S/t}, and therefore we have
I1pt.auli = 1a0v1{~t.alvl/t} = [a{jlt.a/t}UV.
The second condition of the lemma for these rules follows trivially. U
We conclude with the proof of Retraction Theorem.
Proof: [of Theorem 1.5.23] If M is closed then the typing sequent 0 > M: pit.t-+t is derivable.
By the previous lemma we have
0 > M = j(R(M )) : t.t--t.
Erasing the type information from the proof of the above equation in context, we obtain
the proof of the untyped equation M = j(R(M )). N
By same arguments as presented in Section 1.5.3, the above proof can be modified for the
CPS transform.
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1.6 Applications
The CPS transform has found applications in studying semantics of programs, as well as,
in devising better compilation techniques. We point out that the retraction approach only
attempts to explain the relation between equivalence classes of direct style and CPS terms.
In CPS based compilers, one is also interested in other features of CPS terms, such as their
structure and suitability for various optimizations (see [App92]). In comparison with the
results in [FSDF93, SF92, SW96], which provide more precise relation between terms and
their images under the CPS transform in terms of reduction relation, we feel that our result
will be of greater importance in studying the semantics of programs. We elaborate on an
interesting application of the Retraction Theorem.
Riecke and Viswanathan [RV95] have found a particular use for the retraction-embedding
pairs (joR, £oio) defined in Section 1.4. Their main result shows how to define an operator,
called encap, that enables a safe use of functional code in an extension of a programming
language with imperative features such as assignments or jumps. Informally, their results
can be summarized by saying that a term (encap M) behaves the same in the extended
language as the term M does in the pure language.
The development in [RV95] depends on fully-abstract least fixed-point models of call-
by-value PCF (VPCF). We believe that their results can be shown to hold in a larger class
of models by using the stronger equational version of the Retraction Theorem.
However, we must point out, that we have not been able to extend our version of the
Retraction Theorem, to a programming language like the VPCF. Namely, our results do
not cover a language with recursion.
To summarize Riecke-Viswanathan's results in equational framework, let us focus on
the CPS transform and an extension of the basic programming language with control.
Let E K  K o i, and RK f jo o RK. For each type a define the operator encap, so
that the transform of (encap M) is
(encapo M) = K (K
Let A,, (assume AcP includes numerals) be the calculus representing the pure programming
language, and let Acp+K denote the extended calculus. In particular, Acp+K is extended
with the control operators callcc and abort, and encap. Let C(.) be a context in Acp,
and let C+(.] be a context in Acp+K. Then the results analogous to those in [RV95] can be
stated as follows.
Theorem 1.6.1. For any (typable) closed terms M and N in Ap we have,
* adequacy: AP - M = n iff Acp+K - (encapna. M) = n,
* preservation: VC.]) .AXp+K -CIMD = n if Aop+K ý CI(encap M)) = n, and
* full abstraction:
VC••) .A• -Cp M) = CIND
iff
VC+*.. ~~Acp+K I C+((encap M)I = C+((encap N)D).
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The proof relies on the fact that the CPS transform is a transform from Acp+K to Acp,
equational correspondence result, and the Retraction Theorem (see [RV95] for details).
Analogous result holds for the SPS transform and an extension of the basic programming
language with assignment.
Remark. Since the equational correspondence result holds for all (untyped) terms, and
by Theorem 1.5.23, the retraction result holds in all models of untyped A,, that contain
total functions i and j satisfying equations (*), the above theorem holds in all such models
as well. Is remains to be investigated how these models relate to those used in [RV95].
1.7 Related Work
In this work, we have established a relation between direct style and CPS terms using
definable retraction functions. The Retraction Theorem shows that a term can be recovered,
up to Acp-equivalence, from its image under the CPS transform. Therefore, the retraction
approach, in fact, only provides a relation between equivalence classes of terms. On the
other hand, in contrast to other results, the relation is established via retraction functions
that are definable in the target language of the transform, and therefore can be used in
applications like the one described in Section 1.6.
The retraction approach was first introduced by Meyer and Wand [MW85], and was
further explored by Meyer and Riecke in [MR], where the authors point out some of the
limitations of the original Meyer-Wand Retraction Theorem. Most notably, the original
Retraction Theorem was proved in prl-equational logic which is not sound for call-by-value
languages. In [MR], the provable equality is replaced by call-by-value observational con-
gruence. However, authors fail to prove the Retraction Theorem in this setting and, in
fact, show that the original retraction pairs defined in [MW85] no longer serve when P37-
equational reasoning is replaced with call-by-value observational congruence.
A semantic variation of the retraction approach has been studied by Riecke [Rie93], and
later refined by Riecke and Viswanathan [RV95]. The motivation for their work was to iso-
late side-effects in sequential programs. To apply the reasoning to a call-by-value language,
the authors focus on call-by-value PCF. Rather than working with provable equality, Riecke
and Viswanathan construct a relation between two semantics of VPCF in least fixed-point
models: the direct semantics, and monadic semantics (generalizing the CPS semantics)
utilizing the additional structure of a strict monad. While their version of the Retrac-
tion Theorem holds only at base type, this suffices for deriving results by observational
congruence as those discussed in Section 1.6.
One generalization of the Meyer-Wand Retraction Theorem is given by Filinski [Fil94].
He extends the CPS transform to the monadic metalanguage, Am,, and shows that for closed
simply typed Am, term M,
Am, F- M = P,(M).
While this result enables embedding a purely functional language with a monadic feature
in a call-by-value language with continuations (provided certain conditions are met), it still
prohibits generalizations to a language with divergence as does the original Meyer-Wand
theorem.
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In applications of the CPS transform to compiler technology, definability of the retrac-
tion functions may not be relevant, but a more detailed relation between a term and its
CPS form, as well as the knowledge about the structure of CPS terms is desirable.
The proof of Sabry Felleisen's [SF92] equational correspondence result (Theorem 1.1.2)
yields an inverse to CPS transform, but again, only up to A,-equivalence. Similar, but more
extensive study of the several variants of the CPS transform has been done by Hatcliff and
Danvy [HD94]. Besides the equational correspondence, they also study the structure of the
transform in greater detail (e.g. separating the CPS transform into its generic part and
"continuation introduction", overhead of administrative reductions, etc.).
A different view of the CPS transform was presented by Flanagan et al. [FSDF93].
By observing implementations of typical CPS based compilers they suggest an alternative
transformation that combines several phases done by the compiler.
Sabry and Wadler [SW96] exhibit an even stronger relation between direct style terms
and their CPS forms. In particular, they construct an inverse of the CPS transform, as
well as the computational transform, so that the transform and its inverse form a reflec-
tion. A transform T and its inverse T-1 are said to form a reflection if T(M) -** N iff
M -** T-1(N), and M is identical to T-1(T(M)).
Above mentioned results provide more information on the structure of CPS terms which
can be exploited in the design of CPS based compilers, but seem to have fewer implications
for studying semantics of programs in presence of different computational effects.
1.8 Some Open Questions
In all practical applications, functional programming languages are equipped with some
form of recursion. Therefore, to make the retraction approach applicable in practice, we
need to extend our results to a language with recursion. This can be done in two ways: By
extending the type system so that the fixed-point operator is definable in the pure language,
or by adding a language construct such as constant Y, letrec, etc. The first approach has
been discussed in Section 1.5.5.
One difficulty in adding fixed-point operator Y, or a similar language construct, is that
additional closure conditions are needed in the definition of type sets, and we haven't been
able to construct type sets satisfying these conditions. The other difficulty is determining
the correct axiomatization of a fixed-point operator. It appears that the axiom
(Y V)= (V (Y V)) (fix)
does not suffice. In models of A•, fixed-point operator can be defined using the so called
fixpoint object. Crole and Pitts [CP92] define such an object in models of A~, and discuss
a logical system for reasoning about fixpoint computations, which may hold the answer to
above questions.
Another class of extensions is motivated by the application of the Retraction Theorem
described in Section 1.6, where we have seen how one can isolate effects of an extension of a
language with assignment or control from interfering with pure functional code. A natural
question arises, whether it is possible to extend this approach to isolate one computational
effect from interfering with code possibly containing a different computational effect. For
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instance, if M is a program in, say VPCF with assignment, can we define an operator similar
to encap, so that, in an extension of VPCF with both assignment and control, (encap M)
will behave the same as M behaves in the extension of VPCF with assignment. We believe
that an appropriate extension of the Retraction Theorem to a programming language with
imperative features will give us such results.
1.9 Appendix
1.9.1 Monads
In section 1.2.2 we gave an intuitive explanation of monads in the category of sets. We now
summarize the definitions in a more general setting. The interested reader is also referred
to [Mog88, Mog91, LS86, Cro93, ML71] for a more detailed discussion.
Standard categorical interpretation of functional programs assigns objects to types and
morphism to terms. The Cartesian closed structure of a category ensures that (fl) and (q7)
axioms are sound. However, in a call-by-value language, these axioms take restricted forms
and the Cartesian close structure is no longer appropriate.
To capture computational aspects of programs, such as call-by-name and call-by-value
evaluation strategies, Moggi [Mog88] introduced a framework based on monads. The basic
idea behind using monads in a category to interpret programs, is that values are separated
from computations. If an object A, in a category C, represents values (of type A) then the
object T(A), where T is the functor of the monad, represents computations of type A. The
reason for this distinction is that computations can have possible computational effects.
For example, a computation can diverge, alter the store, or branch nondeterministically.
The separation between values and computations allows an interpretation to differentiate
between call-by-value and call-by-name languages. For instance, in a call-by-value language,
a function form A to B would be interpreted as a morphism from A to T(B), modeling the
fact that arguments are evaluated before they are passed to a function. On the other hand
the same function in a call-by-name interpretation would be interpreted as a morphism
from T(A) to T(B), since arguments are not evaluated before they are passed to a function.
The functor T represents a particular notion of computation, e.g. continuation passing,
partiality, nondeterminism, etc.
The formal definition of a monad in a category C is equivalent to one of a Kleisli triple
in a sense that each Kleisli triple over C uniquely determines a monad in C and vice versa
(see [Mog91]). We find the Kleisli triples more convenient to use.
Definition 1.9.1 ([Man76]). A Kleisli triple over a category C is a triple (T, r, -*), where
T is a function mapping objects of C to objects of C, 77 is a family of morphisms indexed by
objects of C, such that for each object A, 7A: A -* T(A), and for each morphism f: A - T(B),
f* is a morphism f*: T(A) - T(B) such that
* r]* = idA,
* 'qA; f* = f, for all f: A -+T(B), and
* f*; g* = (f; g*)*, for all f: A -- T(B) and g: B -T(C).
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Given a Kleisli triple (T, , i_*), the corresponding monad is defined by the triple (T, r, m),
where T is an extension of the function T to an endofunctor on C, by defining T(f) = (f; 1B)*
for f: A -+ B; q: Id -4 T is a natural transformation defined by 7 of the Kleisli triple, and
p: T2 -: T is a natural transformation defined by PA = id*(A).
Note that our discussion of a monad in Set is a special case of this definition. Given a Kleisli
triple over C one can construct the Kleisli category, CT, which is a syntax-free representation
of the computational lambda calculus.
Definition 1.9.2 ([ML71, Mog91]). Let (T,77 , *) be a Kleisli triple. The Kleisli cate-
gory, CT, is defined as follows:
* the objects of CT are objects of C,
* a morphisms f: A -- B in CT is a morphism f: A --+ T(B) in C,
* the identity on A in CT is the morphism rlA: A -- T(A) in C, and
* the composition of f: A -+ B followed by g: B -+ C in CT is defined by the morphism
f; g*: A -+ T(C) in C.
It is easy to verify that CT is a category. CT provides a model for the core of the com-
putational lambda calculus, but to express products and functions additional structure is
needed. Namely,
Definition 1.9.3. A strong monad in C is a monad (T, 7r, p) together with a natural trans-
formation tA,B: A x T(B) -- T(A x B), satisfying certain identities (see [Mog91]). Natural
transformation t is also called tensorial strength.
Definition 1.9.4 ([Mog91]). A A,-model is a category C with finite products, a strong
monad (T, rl, IL, t) satisfying the mono requirement (i.e. r7A is mono for all A E C) and
T-exponential T(B)A for every A, B E C.
A Kleisli category (with tensorial strength and T-exponentials), is a syntax free represen-
tation of the computational lambda calculus, A,. There are notable differences between a
CCC and a Kleisli category. For example, the composition in the Kleisli category does not
represent substitution, as it does in a CCC, but rather it represents the let-constructor.
Substitution in the computational lambda calculus corresponds to composition in the un-
derlying category of the Kleisli category. Another difference is the interpretation of function
spaces, which are interpreted as T-exponentials in the Kleisli category as opposed to ordi-
nary exponentials in a CCC.
Example 1.9.5. Let C be a CCC, and let R be an object in C. The continuation monad,
K, in C is given by the Kleisli triple (K, r,-*) with tensorial strength t defined as follows
(using lambda notation):
K(A) f (A-+R)-R
qrA: A--K(A) f Aa: A.Ak: (A-+R).k a
f*: K(A)--K(B) f Ac: K(A).Ak: (B--R).c (Aa: A.(f a) k)
tA,B: (AxK(B))--*K(AxB) = A(a, c): AxK(B).Ak: ((AxB)--R).c (Ab: B.k (a, b))
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Other notions of computation, such as partiality, side-effects, exceptions and interactive
I/O can also be expressed in terms of monads (see [Mog91]).
Every category C (with enough structure) can be viewed as a lambda theory, Th(C),
called the internal language of the category, and conversely, for every lambda theory,
Th, there is a category, Cl(Th), the classifying category of Th, such that the categories
Cl( Th(C)) and C are equivalent (see [Cro93] and [LS86] for more details).
In this sense, the computational lambda calculus, A, is the internal language of the
initial Kleisli category. Similarly, AmI is the internal language of the initial category in the
category of CCC's equipped with strong monads.
1.9.2 Extensions
Adding Numerals
The calculus Ac+numerals represents the following extension of A•c.
* The language of Acp+numerals is extended with constructs:
values V ::= .-. In succ pred
where n stands for numerals 0, 1, 2, etc. We write n+1 to denote the successor numeral
of n.
* The logic of Acp+numerals is extended with axioms:
(succ n) = n+1 (succ)
(pred 0) = 0 (pred.0)
(pred n+1) = n (pred.n)
* The type system of Acp+ numerals is extended with the base type nat and the following
typing axioms:
r >c, n: nat (num)
r >cp succ: nat--nat (succ)
r >cp pred: nat--+nat (pred)
The modified computational transform must be extended appropriately. In particular we
have
n df C(n)
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- defsucc -- E Az succ X))pred = C(f E .(pred x))
To prove the Retraction Theorem for the extended calculus we need to extend the proof
of Lemma 1.5.10 with the three cases for the new type inference axioms. Before we do so,
since nat is treated as a base type, we define
def • defi. = id and hat = id,
and
I[nat] def (M I M = C(V) for some value V}.
We are now ready to extend the proof of Lemma 1.5.10.
Proof: (Extending the proof of Lemma 1.5.10.) Let F be a typing hypothesis and assume
that p satisfies r.
Case (num): (S.1) follows immediately from definitions. For (S.2) compute
jna,(R((p )) = id(ZR((n))) = n.
Case (succ): To show (S.1) first observe that p' Isucc is of the form ((V), so we need to
show that psucc E jnat--natj. Let C(W) E InatD.
pf = E(AXz.c(sucec z)),
so ((Az.c(succ z)) W) = C(succ W)
= (let x=(succ W) in £(x)),
and, by definition of [nat], I(x) E [nat]. Therefore,
((Ax.C(succ x)) W) e Inatj
as desired. To show (P.2) we compute
j,,,(R((Axz.(succ x)) W)) = j,,,(TR((Azx.(succ x)) in,,,(j,,(W))))
= (jn,,at-n,(Az.(suCC X)) ji,,(W)),
using the fact that i,,, = jni, = id. Finally, to show (S.2) compute
= jn,,t-,,,(1R(C(AXz.(succ x)))) by defn.
= jnanat(AX.e(succ X)) by (r-e)
= Ax.ji,,(1Z(C(succ in,,(x)))) by defn. of jnat,,na
= Ax.succ x by (r-e) and defn. of i,,t and j,,,
= succ by (77).
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Case (pred): This case is identical to the (succ) case. U




succ = Ak.k Ax.(Ak'.k' (succ x))
def
pred = Ak.k Ax.(Ak'.k' (pred x)),
and extending the proof of Lemma 1.5.17 the same way we have done above.
Adding Products
The calculus Acpx is an extension of Ap with products. The language of Acp× is extended
with the following term constructs:
values V
terms M
S. Ir(V) I r2(V) I (V, V)
S. Irl(M)Jr 2 I (M)I(M,M).
The types are enriched with the binary type constructor x and the type inference rules given




F >x M:a, Ft>,x N : r  (xI)
F >• (M, N): a x r
rt> x M:a• x a2 M 2  i=1,2 (xE)F 1> x ri(M): ai '
Table 1.14: Extension of a type system with products.
(Mi, M 2 ) = (let x=M1 in (let x2=M 2 in (x 1, 2)))
7r(V1, V2) = Vi
(1(V), r2(V)) = V
(let.x)
(x. )(x.77)
These axioms specify that the pairs are strict and that the first component is always eval-
uated before the second. Consequently, the modified computational transform is extended
to the new language constructs as follows:
def i =
-r,(M) =  (r(1z(M)))
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d e f=X(MI,M 2) = (let xl1•Z(M ) in (let x2 :Z(=2 ) in 6(x,x 2)))
A product type, a x r is interpreted as the following type set
[a x 7rI {(V, W) I 6(V) E Jau and 6(W) E 1rI}.




taXTF= Ax.(i,(7r1(x)), i,(7r2 (X))).
It is easy to see that iox,(V) and jox,(V) are values for any value V. Moreover, we can
compute
3XT 0 osexr =
= Ax.(j,(7rl(x)), j,(r2())) o Ax.(i (ir(x)), i (r 2(x))) by defn.
= Ax.(jo(rl(io(7rl()), i,(r2(x)))), j(7r 2(io(rl(x)), i,(7r2(x))))) by (3,)
= Ax.(j r U(i (7r(x))), jT(i'(7r2(x)))) by (x.p)
= Ax.(>(x), r 2(x)) by Lemma 1.4.2
= Ax.x by (x.rl)
It remains to show that the rules (x E) and (x I) preserve properties (S.1) and (S.2) of
Lemma 1.5.10. To do so we first prove the following results.
Lemma 1.9.6. Let M and N be terms such that M e ai[ and N e JrI. Then,
(let x=IZ(M) in (let y=R(N) in E(x, y))) e oa x h r.
Proof: By assumption M = (let x1=P1 in 6(V1 )) and N = (let X2 =P2 in 6(V2)) for some
6(Vi) E [la and E(V 2) E hri. Therefore,
(let x=4(M) in (let y=RZ(N) in E(x, y)))=
= (let x=R(let x1=P1 in 6(Vi)) in
(let y= R(let x2=P 2 in 6(V2)) in E(x, y))) by assumption
= (let x=(let x1=P1 in Vi) in
(let y=(let x2=P2 in V2) in C(x,y))) by (C-appl.1) and (r-e)
= (let xl=Px in (let x=VI in
(let x2=P2 in (let y=V 2 in 6(x, y))))) by (assoc)
= (let xl=P1 in (let x2=P 2 in 6(V 1,V 2))) by (C-let.1),
and by the definition of [a x ri, E(Vi, V2) E [a x 7Il.
Lemma 1.9.7. If M is such that M e£ al x aU2 then E(ri(R7(M))) E [ai.
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Proof: By assumption M E Ia 1 x oU21, so for some £(Vi) E [o1ri and £(V2) E Ia2l, M =
(let x=P in £(Vi, V2)). Therefore,
(xri(R(let x=P in 6(V1, V2))))
(let x=P in £(r,(R(E(Vi, V2 )))))





and C(Vi) is in [~a1] by assumption. U
Now we are ready to extend the proof of Lemma 1.5.10 to product types.
Proof: (Extending the proof of Lemma 1.5.10.)
Case (x E): Assume p satisfies F and r>cpx M:al x a2, so that r tpx 7r(M): ai. Then by
induction hypothesis, pM e Ial x a2l. By definition p ri(M) = p(C(ri(R(M )))), so by
Lemma 1.9.7, pri(M) E lai]]. This proves (S.1). To show (S.2) compute
j, (R2(p nr(M) )) = ji,(R(p(r(i(1R(M ))))))
= j(Z(E(7r(Rz(pM )))))
= jo,(R(E(ri(R(let x=P in E(Vi, V2))))))
= (let x=P in jo,(i(C( r(R(((Vi, V2)))))))
= (let x=P in jo,(Vi))
= (let x=P in ir(jo,(Vi),jo,(V2)))
= 7r(let x=P in (ja,(V1),jo,(V 2)))
-= i(let x=P in jl xo,(V, V2))















where p'(x) = jo(p(x)) for each x: a E r.
Case (x I): Assume F%,px M: a and p N: 7 so that F >Cpx (M, N): ax r. By definition
p (M, N) = (let xz=R(pM ) in (let y=RZ(pN ) in &(x, y))), and by induction hypothesis,
for p that satisfies r, pM E 1[a and pN c I[r, so by Lemma 1.9.6, p (M, N) £ E [ax rl.
E(7ir(1Z(M)))
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This establishes (S.1). Again, (S.2) follows by computation.
jorxT(IZ(p (M,N) )) =
= jaxr(R(let z=R(pM ) in (let y=tR(pN ) in 9(z, y))))
= jio,(R(let z=R(let xl=Pl in E(Vi)) in(let y=JR(let X2=P2 in &(V2)) in S(x, y))))
= jaxr(R(let x=(let xl=P1 in VI) in(let y=(let X2=P 2 in V2) in (zx, y))))
= jiax(RI(let x1=P1 in (let X2 =P2 in E(Vi, V2))))
= (let zl=Pl in (let x2=P 2 in jaxr(V1, V2)))
= (let zl=P1 in (let X2=P 2 in (j,(V1),j,(V2))))
= ((let xl=P1 in j,(Vi)), (let X2=P2 in j,(V2)))
= (j,(R(let xl=P1 in E(Vi))), j,(R(let z 2=P 2 in £(V2 ))))




by ind. hyp. (S.1)
by (C-appl.1) & (r-e)
by (assoc)
and (C-let.1)
by (C-appl.1) & (r-e)




by (r-e) & (C-appl.1)
by ind. hyp. (S.1)
by ind. hyp. (S.2)
by defn. of subst.
can be done in a similarThe extension of the Retraction Theorem for the CPS transform
way. The CPS transform of pairs and projections is defined to be
ri(M)
(M,N)
Using relation eK instead of e and terms SK and RK instead of E and 7Z, one can extend
Lemma 1.5.17 and the Retraction Theorem for the CPS transform to Acpx.
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Chapter 2
Another Look at "Theorems for
Free!"
Abstract: We reexamine Wadler's "free theorems" - theorems about poly-
morphic functions derivable from the type of the function - in an extension of
Mairson's syntactic treatment of logical relations. Logical relations are defined
as formulas in second (and higher) order logic over untyped lambda terms, from
which we can instantiate equations involving a given term. As a consequence
we can formulate a free theorem as an equation schema, each instance of which
is provable by convertibility, given typing conditions on the terms involved are
met. In our framework datatypes are represented as free algebras generated
by constants, and we define sufficient conditions which a representation of a
datatype must satisfy to preserve free theorems. As a special case we prove ex-
amples of free theorems, as equations by convertibility, using B6hm-Berarducci
representation of datatypes.
2.1 Introduction
What are "free theorems"? The purpose of using types in programming languages is to
avoid certain kinds of. errors. For example, in a well typed program a function cannot be
applied to an argument of a wrong type. Thus, types give us certain guarantees about the
behavior of well typed programs. What Wadler, in his "Theorems for Free!" paper [Wad89],
points out is that not only we know that well type programs will not have any run-time
type errors, but we can also infer, from the type of a program, certain identities that the
program must satisfy. To quote Wadler:
Write down a definition of a polymorphic function on a piece of paper. Tell me its type,
but be careful not to let me see the function's definition. I will tell you a theorem that
the function satisfies.
Such "free theorems" are all instances of parametric behavior of polymorphic functions in a
model of polymorphic lambda calculus. In this paper, we propose a syntactic treatment of
free theorems inspired by the types-as-propositions paradigm, extending the one developed
by Mairson [Mai91]. We develop a framework, in which parametric behavior of polymorphic
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lambda terms is captured by formulae of type theory. This setting allows us to present the
free theorems as metatheorems about convertibility. In other words, a free theorem is an
equation schema that is provable by convertibility whenever certain typing assumptions
about the terms involved hold. For example, the famous "map theorem" can be restated as
follows. Let List(t) abbreviate the type of lists Vs.(t-s--s).s--s, and write map be the
map function on lists: Aflcn.(1 (Axycn.(c (f x) (y c n))) n).1
Proposition 2.1.1. Assume M is a closed pure A-term of type
Vst.(s t)--+(List(s)) (List@t)),
and let L be a pure A-term such that
f{X:r,...Xk: r} L: (List(r)).
Then equation,
(map f (M (Ax.x) L)) = (M f L).
is provable by convertibility in prl-theory.
This theorem, as well as other examples in [Wad89], are all considered manifestations of
parametric polymorphism. Intuitively, a polymorphic function is called parametric if it can
be described as having a uniform algorithm that works for all types [Str67]. There have been
numerous attempts to formulate this notion, for example [Rey83, BFSS90, MR91, Mai91],
and in each of these formulations, the parametric functions have the expected properties.
Even though there doesn't seem to be a general agreement on the "right" definition of
parametricity, it is agreed that the polymorphic A-terms denote parametric functions.
To capture the parametric behavior of lambda terms, we use a form of logical relations
defined as formulae of type theory. In a way, our formulation of logical relation is an
extension of types-as-propositions paradigm. For instance, the proposition (in the type
theory) VST.S D T, corresponding to type a =_ Vst.s--t, can be considered a null-ary logical
relation. Unary logical relation, R"(x), is defined to be the proposition VST.Vy.T(y) D
S(x y) of the type theory over lambda terms. Similarly, one can define logical relations of
any arity. For this definition of logical relations we prove the The Fundamental Theorem of
Logical Relations which, informally, states that if a term M has type a, then the proposition
R`(M) is provable in type theory. Moreover, by proper instantiations of the universally
quantified variables in the logical relation, R"(M), we derive, in type theory, an equation
involving the term M. By soundness of type theory and completeness of a lambda theory
we conclude that the type theory is conservative over equational logic of the lambda theory,
so the derived equation about M, in fact, holds by convertibility.
An interesting point in the syntactic version of free theorems is that we obtain an
equation, about a term M, that holds by convertibility without actually knowing what M
is. Of course, any derivation (by convertibility) of the resulting equality would depend on
the structure of the term involved. However, in the types-as-propositions paradigm a term
1The type of lists and the map function are derived from the BShm-Berarducci representation of lists
discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.
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corresponds to a proof of the proposition corresponding to its type, and the derivation by
convertibility corresponds to the normalization of the proof. Thus, it is not surprising, that
from the proposition corresponding to the type of a term, one can extract the computational
content corresponding to the derivation of an equation by convertibility.
In proving free theorems where elements of an inductive data type, such as lists, are
used, as Mairson points out, the apparent absence of induction looks suspicious. Wadler
defines the logical relation corresponding to lists to say that two lists are related if they are
of the same length and the corresponding elements of the lists are related. This definition
relies on our intuitive understanding what lists are, and assumes that, in the model in
which he studies the free theorems, lists behave according to our intuition. On the other
hand, in the syntactic formulation of free theorems, we need to be precise how we represent
datatypes such as lists. For instance, we can use the Bbhm-Berarducci [BB85] encoding of
lists in polymorphic lambda calculus similar to the encoding of natural numbers as Church
numerals. Then, the type of lists yields a logical relation quite different from the induction
axiom corresponding to Wadler's semantic interpretation of the logical relation on lists.
It seems that the free theorems require the induction axiom, and the question is whether
the free theorems hold for B6hm-Berarducci lists, without using induction. To answer this
question, rather than asking if B6hm-Berarducci lists are "inductive", we reformulate the
question and ask what is a correct way to represent inductive datatypes such as lists.
To answer the question we develop a framework where datatypes are represented as
free algebras generated by a set of constants. For example, lists are generated by constants
nil: List(t) and cons: t-+List(t)--+List(t). In this framework logical relations correspond-
ing to inductive datatypes are the induction axioms, from which free theorems follow easily.
Then we define a general notion of a representation (of generators of a datatype), and define
sufficient conditions that allows us to translate the free theorems. In particular, we show
that the B6hm-Berarducci representation satisfies the conditions and the free theorems hold
when B6hm-Berarducci encodings of lists are used. This also answers Mairson's question
whether induction is necessary in proving the free theorem when B6hm-Berarducci lists
are used. To be precise we should say that the explicit use of induction in not necessary.
Implicitly, induction is "contained" in the type of Bbhm-Berarducci lists.
2.2 Definitions
In this section we define the main notions used in the paper. We assume the reader is
familiar with untyped A-calculus and elementary concepts such as free and bound variables,
substitution, parallel substitution, as well as, (a), (0f) and (rl) axiom schemes. For precise
treatment of these notions one is referred to [Bar84].
2.2.1 Untyped A-calculus and A-theories
We work with standard definition of the untyped A-calculus with constants. Let CA be a
set of constants and write A(CA) to denote the set of A-terms over constants in CA and an
infinite set of A-variables. We do not distinguish between a-equivalent A-terms. We use
lower-case letters towards the end of the alphabet to denote A-variables, and upper-case
letters, M, N, etc. to denote arbitrary A-terms. Following [Bar84] we write AO(CA) for
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the set of all closed A-terms over constants in CA. We will use parentheses freely to make
expressions more readable, and in doing so we assume application of terms associates to the
left.
A set, Tý, of equations between A-terms is called A-congruence if it contains all instances
of axiom (ref) and is closed under the rules given in Table 2.1. If a A-congruence also contains
M=M (ref)
M = P, N =Q (cong)
M = N (M N)= (P Q)
N=M (sym)
M=N
M = P, P = NA.M = Ax.N
M = N (trans)
Table 2.1: Inference rules of a A-congruence.
all instances of (P), it is a A-theory. If a theory, Ti, contains an equation M = N, we say
M = N is provable by convertibility and write Tý Kx M = N. In particular if Tf is the
minimal A-theory containing (77), and TIj IEx M = N, we write M =#, N.
2.2.2 Type Inference System F,+,t+
Let TI) be a A-congruence. The type inference system F±,+Tý is a version of Girard's system
F, [Gir72]. In F,+Týj we use implicit typing in the style of Curry, and add an extra typing
rule (term-cong) [Mit88]. Moreover, we enrich the set of type constructors with a set of
type constructor constants.
The set of type constructors is defined as simply kinded A-calculus, over a set of constant
type constructors, with base kind *. More precisely, we have that * is a kind, and if s' and
n are kinds, then so is r.'=n. For each kind n there are infinitely many variables t' of that
kind. Let CT be a set of constant type constructors, each assigned a kind. We write c"
to denote a constant type constructor of kind r.. The set T(CT), of type constructors over
constants in CT is defined inductively.
* A constant c' in C- is a type constructor of kind n.
* A type constructor variable t' is a type constructor of kind K.
* If a and r are type constructors of kind *, then a---r is a type constructor of kind *.
* If a is a type constructor of kind *, then Vt"r.a is a type constructor of kind *.
* If a is a type constructor of kind n'#.rn and r is a type constructor of kind K', then
(a r) is a type constructor of kind n.
* If a is a type constructor of kind n, then At"'.a is a type constructor of kind K'~n.
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We define equality between type constructors of the same kind by the usual r73-equational
rules for simply typed lambda calculus. We write a =x a' if a and a' can be proven equal
using these equational rules. Type constructors of kind * are called A-types, or simply types.
As with the A-terms, we will use parentheses freely to make type constructors more
readable. In doing so, we assume the application associates to the left and the exponen-
tiation operator -+ associates to the right, so that a--*(r--v) can be written as a-+r-+v.
We will also omit the kind information form type constructors, when it is clear from the
context or irrelevant.
An expression of the form M: a, where M is a A-term and a is a type is called a type
assertion. A set of type assertions, F = {xl: a1,...,2 k: ak} where no variable occurs twice
in F is called a typing hypothesis. We write F, x: a for the set r U {x: a}, assuming x does
not occur in F. A typing sequent is a formula of the form F > M: a, where F is a typing
hypothesis, M is a A-term and a is a type.
Let Type be a partial function, assigning types to constants in CA. Write Type(g) = ag
to say that Type(g) is defined and equal to ag. Then, the inference rules for proving typing
sequents in F,+TI are given in Table 2.2 below. If a sequent F > M: a is derivable using
r, a: (T > Z: a (var) r M: vt.r(inst)r > M: ((At.)) (inst)
F > M: a--7, •> N: a F > M: a
r> (M N): (app) FM:V if t ý FV(r) (gen)
F,:(M N)M: r > M:t.
F X (A>.M)M: ur (abs) : o, if a =,x r (type-cong)r t> (z. ): c---r r > M:7 r
F > g: ag, if g E CA and Type(g) = og (const)
F N:a
F•M: if N = M E T• (term-cong)r > M: a
Table 2.2: Type inference system F,+T•E.
these rules, we write Ti 1- r > M: a. If the rule (term-cong) was not used in the derivation,
we write - rt M: a, or simply r> M: a. We will also abbreviate T• - 0 > g: ao by g: ag when
g is in CA and Type(g) = ag.
Note that if ag is not closed, since 0 > g: ag, then also 0 > g: Vt.ag, where t is a sequence
of all free type constructor variables in ag. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume
that each ag is closed. If c is a constant type constructor and tl,... tk are type constructor
variables of appropriate kinds so that (c tl .. tk) is of kind *, type (c t 1 ... tk) is called a
base type.
Given a set CA of constant A-terms, a set CT of constant type constructors, a partial func-
tion Type typing constant A-terms and a A-congruence Tfj, the tuple (t = (CA, C, Type, TIb)
will simply be called a calculus.
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2.2.3 Data Structures
In this paper a data structure is a free algebra over lambda terms defined by a signature
({c1 .. ., ck}, gli: 1, .. . ,gl: 0I}) where c l , .. ., ck are type constructor constants in CT, and
gl,...,gl are constants in CA, called the generators of the data structure. We assume the
function Type is defined on all gi's and Type(gi) = Oi for all i. We also assume that cl,..., Ck
are the only constant type constructors occurring in 0j's.
Example 2.2.1. The data structure representing lists is given by the signature
d_' ({List***}, {cons: Vt.t-(List t)--+(List t),nil: Vt.(List t)}).
The lists of type (List o) are terms of the form (cons N 1 ( ... (cons Nk nil) ... )), where
Ni's are lambda terms of type a.
Example 2.2.2. Natural numbers can be defined with the signature
AF'! ({Nat*}, {succ: Nat-+Nat, zero: Nat}).
Natural number k corresponds to the k-fold application of succ to zero.
Let ({c 1,... Cm, {gl: 1, .. .g: 0,}) be a signature of a data structure such that each ci is
of kind *= ... =~ and each Oh is of the form Vt.ao .. --+*a,--(C tl ... t"k) with ac's either
type variables or base types. Call such a data structure simple. This class of data structures
is sufficient to express a large set of commonly used datatypes, such as list, trees, natural
numbers, etc.
If ({c,..., ck}, {gl,. . ., g}) and ({c,... , c') , . 7 ,g'}) are two signatures of differ-
ent data structures, we always assume that {c1, ... , Ck} Cfl,..., cm} =0 = {g 17... ,gj n
{gf,...,g}.
2.2.4 Programs over A-terms
Let f be a constant in CA, that is not a generator of any data structure. A program for f
is a set, T3, of equations between A-terms. Intuitively, equations in T, define a function
denoted by f. For example, if f denotes a function f, from natural numbers to natural
numbers, the equations in T3, will correspond to the inductive definition of f.
We say that the calculus contains a program 93 for f, if 93 Cg Tý and f E CA. Such a
constant f is called a function symbol. In general we will assume that constants in CA are
either generators of a data structure or function symbols.
Example 2.2.3. Given the constructors cons and nil, as in the above example, the pro-
gram 93..p for map is given by the following set of equations:
~3ap=df {(map f nil) = nil, (map f (cons x t)) = (cons (f x) (map f t))}.
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Example 2.2.4. Given the data structure Nf of natural numbers, one can define addition
by the following program:
add1 df {(add zero x) = x, (add (succ x) y) = (succ (add x y))}
2.2.5 Type Theory over A-terms
Type theory is a generalization of the minimal second order logic over lambda terms2 to
include higher-order predicates. We define the language of type theory with base logical
types z and o. Therefore, a logical type is either z, o, or X1=•x 2, whenever x1 and x 2 are
logical types. The terms of logical type z will be A-terms and the logical type o will represent
truth values. We have an infinite supply of variables of each logical type. Variables of type
x are denoted X". We do not distinguish A-variables from variables of type z, and use
lowercase letters to range over either. The terms of type theory are defined inductively.
* Every variable X" is a term of type x.
* If M is a A-term then M is a term of type t.
* If M and N are terms of type i then M = N is a term of type o.
* If P is a term of type x', x and Q is a term of type x' then (P Q) is a term of type
X.
* If P is a term of type x then AXX'.P is a term of type x'#=x.
* If P and Q are terms of type o then P D Q is a term of type o.
* If P is a term of type o then VX".P is a term of type o.
We assume the usual P}-equality between terms of type theory and write P =A Q if terms
P and Q of the same type can be proven equal with respect to "=A". This equality should
not be confused with equality "=" between A-terms. The equality "=A" is defined in terms
of (P), (qi), (4), etc. defined w.r.t. A and not A. Moreover, the equality "=A" is used to
denote equality of terms of type theory, and is not a part of the language of the type theory,
while the equality "=" is used to form the terms of the type theory of the form M = N.
Notation. We reserve the letters M, N, L and K to range over lambda terms, and
letters P and Q to range over terms of type theory. Letters X, Y and Z, as well as S
and T, will range over variables of type theory of any logical type, and specifically for the
variables of logical type z, we will use lower case x, y, z, etc. When writing formulas of
type theory, we use parentheses freely, and assume application associates to the left and
implication associates to the right. If P is a term of type theory of logical type t=#o, and
2By the minimal logic, we mean the fragment of the logic that contains only implication and universal
quantification.
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M is a lambda term, we will write P(M) for the application (P M). Similarly, if P is of
logical type =z#- ..-. =-z=o, and Mi are lambda terms, we write P(M 1 , M2,..., Mk) for
the application (P M1 M 2 ... Mk).
Let r be a set of terms of type o. For a term P of type o we write Fr TT P, to say that
P is provable in type theory from assumptions in F, if the sequent r F- P can be derived
using the rules of inference given in Table 2.3. Note that P and Q range over terms of type
theory of type o, M, N, L and K range over lambda terms, and X ranges over variables
of any logical type, while x ranges over A-variables (i.e. variables of logical type z). The
E-PB[M/z], r M = N
F, P-P (Id) r i P[N/], (Cong)
r, P Q r I M = M (ref)
r F PDQ (D
FIM=N
rF-PDQ, rP (E) PrN=M (sym)
rIQ
r - M=N, F-N=L (trans)
r -P if X FV(r) (V I) r M = L
r-vx.p rF-M=N, FF-K=L (ong)
r -P[Q (V E) r -(M K) =(N L)r P[Q/X]
Pi-P if P =A Q (=) if-M=NFV() (rF-Q' r F- Ax.M = Ax.N ' fxF ()
Table 2.3: Inference rules of type theory.
set of equations provable from assumptions in r using the above rules is a A-congruence.
Moreover, the rules of type theory only prove equations between lambda terms, that are
derivable by convertibility form the equations in r. We prove this conservativity result in
the next section.
Remark. We have identified variables of type theory of logical type z and lambda variables.
While, from the perspective of the interpretation described in the next section, it is correct
to treat the two kinds of variables the same way, we need to clarify a few points to avoid
possible confusion. Lambda variables are treated differently in the context of type theory
than in the context of equational logic. It helps one's intuition to think of lambda variables
in the context of type theory as metavariables. For example, consider the sequent x =
Ay.y - (x z) = z. In the context of a lambda theory, this sequent conveys little information,
since it says that in a theory in which x = Ay.y, which is necessarily inconsistent, equation
(x z) = z is provable. On the other hand the same sequent, in the context of type theory
makes perfect sense, and it says that x = Ay.y implies (x z) = z. This apparent paradox
comes from the fact that in equational theory, there is no way to express implication.
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2.2.6 Semantics of Type Theory
In this paper, we only consider a special class of models of the type theory. Observe that
the type theory is essentially a simply typed lambda calculus. Thus, we can use the same
construction as in a set-theoretic model of simply typed lambda calculus to construct a
model of type theory. More precisely, let the set I be an environment model of untyped
A-calculus (as defined in [Mey82]) and let 0 be the two element set {True, False}. Logical
types are given the following interpretation:
def
def
[X1 # X2 f Ix 2IJ
To give an interpretation of terms we define an environment to be a function mapping
variables of type x to [x]. Given an environment, p, the interpretation function [-[J assigning
meaning to the terms of type theory is defined inductively:
[X"Dp p(Xx)
IMDp L= ýMz1 p, if M is a A-term and [MDzp is
the interpretation of M in I
IM = NDp dL True if IMDz p = Ngzp and False otherwise
I(P Q)]p [P•p(P[Qp)
EAX ".PIp e' function f such that for all e E [xj, f(e) = (PDp[e/Xk]
JP D QIp df True iff IPDp = False or [Qjp = True
[VX".PIPp d-' True iff for all e E IxD, [PDp[elX"] = True
In order for this interpretation to be well defined, one must have the meaning of all A-terms
in A(CA) defined in I. We will always assume this is so.
Any model of type theory is completely determined by the underlining model of the
untyped lambda calculus I. Therefore we will speak of the meaning of a term P in I, but
with the understanding that P is interpreted in the model of type theory defined by the
model I.
Let I be model of the untyped lambda calculus, and let p be an environment. If P is a
term of type o, p is said to satisfy P, if [PIp = True. A sequent F F- P is said to be valid in
I, written Fr [z P, if for every p that satisfies all terms in F, p satisfies P.
The inference rules of type theory are sound for the class of models we are considering.
This result follows easily by showing that each inference rule in Table 2.3 preserves validity.
Lemma 2.2.5 (Soundness). Let I be a model of the untyped lambda calculus. Then,
if F -TT P then F [z P.
Even though we lack the completeness result for the type theory, one can use semantic
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reasoning in type theory to prove that an equation between lambda terms holds by con-
vertibility.
Lemma 2.2.6. Let Tf be a A-theory. If, for every model I, Tý [1z M = N then T -,~ M =
N. In particular, if I is the term model, consisting of TýI-equivalence classes of lambda
terms, and Tf -z M = N, then M = N is provable by convertibility from equations in T[.
Proof: To say that TI') x1 M = N in every model I, is to say that M = N is true
in every interpretation satisfying equations in T•. Therefore, by the completeness of A-
convertibility [Mey82], M = N is provable by convertibility, i.e. T'j -ýx M = N. U
Theorem 2.2.7. Type theory is conservative over A-convertibility, that is
T FI-TT M = N iff T[F-M = N.
Proof: Since TfA -TT M = N, by soundness of the inference rules of type theory, for any
model I, Tý [z M = N, and by the above lemma, Tf -•x M = N. N
2.2.7 Models of Type Inference
To define a model of type inference, one needs to define how to interpret terms and types,
as well as define a notion of type sets, relating the two interpretations, so that if M is a
term of type a, the meaning of M is an element of the type set corresponding to a. The
type inference models of the second order polymorphic lambda calculus have been studied
in detail by Mitchell [Mit88], and his definitions easily generalize to system F,I+Tý. We
summarize the main definitions.
A type structure, T, is a set theoretic model of simply typed lambda calculus, containing
special elements -- T and V . More precisely, T consists of a family of sets, {U,}, indexed by
kinds. We interpret type constructors of kind r as elements of set U,. We have -J E U4,,*,
and V' E UE,**)*,. Given a mapping, q, from type constructor variables of kind K to U",
define the interpretation of functional and universal types to be
l[a+7rlJ = *(I[arl)(IrJ]r) and fVt.ajr/ = Vt(%At.aj'').
Let D be a model of the untyped lambda calculus. Then, we define type sets using the
subset function that, to each element, a, in U, assigns a subset, Da, of D. In addition, we
require that the type sets satisfy the following conditions:3
Da-b = {d d -Da C_ Db} (Arrow)
Dyf = Df(a). (ForAll)
aEU*
We say that a type structure T, a model of untyped lambda calculus 1D, and a subset
function define a model of type inference.




Curry-Howard isomorphism gives a bijective correspondence between typed lambda calcu-
lus and propositional logic. In this isomorphism, polymorphic types correspond to proposi-
tions of higher order logic, and terms correspond to proofs. For example, the type Vt.t-t
correspond to proposition VT.T D T, and the identity function Ax.x corresponds to a
proof of that proposition. The syntactic version of logical relation represents, in a way,
a generalization of this correspondence. In our example, the proposition VT.T D T is
a null-ary logical relation corresponding to type Vt.t--t. We define unary logical rela-
tion, Rt't-'t(f), to be VT.Vx.T(x) D T(f(x)), and a binary version R"tt-'(fl, f 2), to be
VT.Vxlx 2 .T(x,X 2) D T(fi(xi),f 2(x 2)), etc.
Our definition of logical relations extends the one used by Mairson [Mai91] to type
theory in order to accommodate higher order, as well as constant, type constructors of the
type inference system F,+TtI. For each type constructor a, of kind K, we define a term
R" of type theory of logical type x(r;), where x is an injection from kinds to logical types
defined inductively so that: x(*) of =;o and x(4'=n) dX(')f X(/).
We also assume there is a bijection between type constructor variables and of kind n
and propositional variables of logical type x(K;) that maps a variable tn to a propositional
variable T "X(). We will write type constructors variables in lowercase, and use the same
letters in uppercase to denote variables of type theory, that are uniquely determined by the
above mentioned bijection. Given a sequence of type constructor variables tl,..., tk, we say
the variables T 1,..., Tk correspond to variables t1,..., tk, and vice versa.
Using these conventions, for each type a, we define the unary logical relation, R', in-
ductively as follows:
Rt' =e Tx(r.)
R Le= De, if c is in C7
R(a r) def (R a R')
R(t.) d= AT.R'
R _•- Af.Vx.R"(x) D R'(f x)
Rvt.a def Ax.VT.RG(x)
In the above definition, for each c E CT, the term D, is defined as in [Lei90]. Namely,
let ({cl,...,cm}, {g": i, ... ,gn: n)) be a signature of a data structure. Assume for j =
1,...,m, cj is of kind K1i #.. "-KjI,=**. Let cj be a type variable of the same kind as cj,
and let q denote a type constructor obtained from 0 by replacing all cj's by c,'s. Let C
be the sequence of variables of type theory corresponding to c1,...,c,. Let tj1,...,tjlj
be a sequence of fresh type constructor variables of kinds Ki, ... , K7jz, and let Tj be the
corresponding sequence of variables of type theory. Then define
D• =ef A§7.Az.V.R 1(g1) D ... D RO (gn) D (Cj Tj ... Tj,)(x).
The definition of logical relations, in particular of Dl,, is well defined, since all types €i, in
the definition of D , above, are pure.
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Example 2.2.8. Let data structure B = ({Bool*}, {true: Bool, false: Bool}). The logical
relation corresponding to Bool is
RBOOl ** Ax.VPI*o.P(true) D P(false) D P(x).
Example 2.2.9. Recall the data structure N/ defining the natural numbers. The logical
relation R'a' is nothing but the Peano's induction axiom:
Ax.VP'=°.(Vy.P(y) D P(succ y)) D P(zero) D P(x).
Example 2.2.10. Consider the data structure £ of lists defined in example 2.2.1. The
logical relation RLit corresponding to the type constructor List is defined to be
AT'*o.Az.VP( '* o)**o o.VS'*o(Vx.S(x) D Vy.(P S)(y) D (P S)(cons x y)))
D VS'*o.(P S)(nil)
D (P T)(z).
The relation R(Li' t t)(z) is provably equivalent to a more familiar induction axiom
VP.(Vxy.T(x) D P(y) D P(cons x y)) D P(nil) D P(z)
used in [Mai91].
The definition of unary logical relations, can be easily modified to obtain a definition
of logical relations of any arity. Fix arity k > 0, and let x(*) def ... =2 z=o (k z's). For
higher kinds r., let x(K) be defined as before. Then the k-ary logical relations are defined
as follows:
R't• T"()
RC dL- De, for c ECr
R(oT r) (Ro Rr)
R(x.A,) dLe AT.R'
Ro_. de ff( )... f(k).X(1) ... (k)
R (x(l), .-,z(k)) D R-(f(1)(x(1) ),-..., f(k)((k)))
Rv. d AL- x(1)... X(k).VT.RO(x(1),--...(k))
In the above definition D, is defined using k-ary versions of R('), and x(') and f(') denote
distinct variables of type z.
2.3 The Fundamental Theorem of Logical Relations
The Fundamental Theorem we prove in this section is a key tool in proving free theorems. As
we explain in Section 2.4, free theorems about a term M, are instances of the logical relation
corresponding to the type of M, and the Fundamental Theorem states that, whenever M
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is typable, the logical relation corresponding to the type M is provable.
We prove two versions of the Fundamental Theorem. The first theorem applies to all
F, types, and states that if a term is typable, then the corresponding logical relation is
provable. However, we need to place certain restrictions on the types of constants. For
example, it would be wrong to assign type Vt.t to a constant g, since the corresponding
logical relation, VT.T(g), is not provable. The constraints we place on types of constants,
help us avoid such problems.
The second version of the Fundamental Theorem applies only to a subset of types similar
to ML types, and says that a term is typable if and only if the corresponding logical relation
is provable.
We first state a lemma which is essentially the Fundamental Theorem for the pure
calculus, that is we will assume the types of constants are such that the corresponding
logical relations are provable.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let Tf be a A-theory, and suppose for all constants g in CA, if Type(g) = €
then T0 1 -TT RO(g). Then, for any A-term M
if TO F- {xz:ao} >M:a then T[, {Ri'(xi)}-TT Ra(M).
Proof: The proof of this lemma is a straight-forward generalization of the proof of
Lemma 2.5 in [Mai91] to type theory. E
We would like to reformulate the assumptions of the above lemma in terms of typing con-
straints. In other words, how can one characterize a type 0, such that if g: 0, RO(g) is
provable in type theory?
For example, the generators for the natural numbers, zero and succ have types Nat
and Nat-Nat respectively, so we need to show that bTT R't(zero) and P-TT Ra-+hat(succ).
These relations are, indeed, provable and the Church numeral Asz.z and Church successor
function Ansz.(s (n s z)) represent exactly the proofs of these statements (see [Lei90])!
Similarly, if the function symbol add is assigned type Nat---Nat, we need to show that
Tadd -TT R'&"-+'&(add). Again, the lambda representation of the addition represents the
proof of this relation.
We define a class of sound types, which can safely be assigned to generators of a data
structure, so that the corresponding logical relations are provable.
Definition 2.3.2. We say a type 
€ is sound if
€ a = --+ (C p, ... p,),
where each pi is pure and each ai E T + . The the set of types T + is defined by the following
grammar:
* ::= (cT...-T) I (t T...T) I Vt.T+ I T- - +T+
T- ::= (t T...T) IVt.T- I T+--T-,
where c ranges over a set of type constructor constants, and T is the set of pure type
constructors. We may write T+(C) to emphasize that constant type constructors in T+ are
taken from a set C.
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Lemma 2.3.3. Let g E CA be a generator of a data structure such that Type(g) is sound.
Then,
'-TT RO(g).
Proof: Let ({cl,...,cm, {g: 01,... ,g,: ¢}) be the signature of a data structure such
that g = gi for some i. Recall that we write € to for the type obtained from a type €, be
substituting a fresh variable c, for each constant ci in q. To prove the lemma, we first show




(1) if a E T+({cl,...,cm}), then F, R'(x) - R6(x), and
(2) if a E T-({c,...,cm}), then F,R (x) I R7(x).
We have four cases:
Case a - (t pi ... pk): Trivial, since a = .
Case a (cj pi . Pk): (1) follows from the definition of R(Cj P' "Pk)(x), and (2) is vacuously
true.
Case a r--+r2 : Recall that R'1`2 (x) = Vy.R'r(x) D R2(x y). Therefore, F, RT1 •2() I-
R'T (y) D Rr2(xy) and r, Rrl'r2 (x), Rr'(y) I- R'"(xy). If r1 -+72 is in T + , we must have
that r1 is in T- and 72 is in T+. Then, by the induction hypothesis r, R÷ (y) I- R' (y)
and i, R'r(x y) - R`2(x y). Therefore, P, R"'(x) F- RRI-V (x). This establishes (1),
and (2) follows by a similar argument.
Case a = Vt.r: We have RV-'(x) = VT.R'(x), and (1) and (2) follow easily by the induction
hypothesis.
To complete the proof, assume Vt.a-... ak- (c pi ... pl), and let
A = {ROl(xi),..., Rk(Xk)} and = {R6 '(x1),..., R6k (k)l
.
By assumption we have that each aj is in T+ and therefore, by (1) above, , A I- R6j(xj) for
all j. Moreover, since r, A ý- (C RP ... RP')(g ')), we also have r, A ý (C R P ' ... RP')(g X))
from which we conclude I- RO(g) by (D I) and (V I). N
Remark. Lemma 2.3.3 is an extension of Theorem 3.2 in [Lei90] to a more general class
of types.
Lemma 2.3.3 covers the generators of a data structure. To say that, for a function symbol
f, of type a-*r, logical relation RG'-(f) is provable, assuming equations Tf, is to say that
f denotes a provably total function from a to r [Lei90]. We will satisfy ourselves with this
criterion for the function symbols included in the calculus, and note that this covers quite a
large set of functions used in practice. For example, every iterative function on simple data
structure is provably total, and in fact, its B6hm-Berarducci representation, which must
exist [BB85], represents the proof of its totality [Lei90].
2.3. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF LOGICAL RELATIONS
Theorem 2.3.4 (Fundamental Theorem of Logical Relations). Let TF be a A-
theory, and assume that for every generator of a data structure, g, Type(g) is sound, and
all function symbols denote provably total functions. Then, for any A-term M,
if TO ý- {xi: ai} > M: a then Tý, {R"'(xi)} -TT R(M).
Proof: Immediate form lemmas 2.3.1 and 2.3.3. E
To prove the converse of the Fundamental Theorem for ML types, we compare a complete
type inference model with a model of type theory. Recall that a type inference model is a
triple (T, V, subset), where T is a type structure, V is a model of untyped lambda calculus,
and subset is a function mapping interpretations of types into subsets of V. In what follows
we will define a complete model of type inference based on the term model of untyped
lambda calculus, and compare it with the model of type type theory defined by the same
term model of the untyped lambda calculus.
The types we consider are essentially ML types. Namely, we restrict our attention to
the simple types over type variables and base types. In addition assume that no type
constructor constant has a kind of order more than one.
Definition 2.3.5. A type constructor a is said to be ML type constructor if it is of kind
= ... =· * (or kind * as a special case), it is V-free, and contains no subexpression of kind
greater than one (i.e. all subexpressions are of kind * or * ... =>-.*). A type of the form
Vt.o is called quantified ML type, if a is ML type.
Fix a A-theory, T€, and let V be a term model consisting of 2T-equivalence classes of
A-terms. If M is a A-term, let [M]zj be its equivalence class.
We construct the type structure T = ({U, , -, V) to be the term model of type construc-
tors. By abuse of notation, we write a to denote the equivalence class of a type constructor
a.
The subset function assigns to each type a a set Do defined as follows. Let E to be
an infinite set of type assignments to A-variables such that: E only assigns pure ML types,
each variable is assigned a type exactly once by E, and each pure ML type is assigned to
infinitely many variables by E. Then D, is defined to be the set
Do d [M]= e I for some finite 17 C , T F- F > M: a},
It is easy to see that the subset function can be extended to type constructors of higher
kind. Let a E ,...4, and define D, to be the function such that for all '1,... ,rk
(Do D,,- .. D,,) = D(a r,...,,).
Assuming that no D(c t ...tk) is empty, it is easy to see that this gives us a type inference
model. Therefore, assuming Tf contains (rq), we can characterize the sets Do as follows
(see [Mit88]):
D_,, = {dED d D, C D,}, and
Dvt. = fnl Do[•lt].
Now consider sets D(c ,...k), where (c tl ... tk) is a base type. For simple data structures,
we get a clean characterization of the sets D(c t,...t,). Namely we have,
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Lemma 2.3.6. Let ((c 1,... cm}, {gl: 1, .. .gn: On}) be a signature of a simple data struc-
ture. For each ci, the set D(,, tý...tk) consists exactly of equivalence classes [M]q, where M
is an applicative term over gi's and terms N E U, Dt.
Proof: Observe that M cannot be a variable, since E only assigns pure types to variables.
M cannot be an abstraction, for it would have a functional type. Therefore, M is an
application (N1 N2 ... N,). Now, by the Normalization Theorem, assume M is in normal
form, and therefore N 1 cannot be an abstraction. Similarly, for the same reason M cannot
be a variable, N 1 cannot be a variable either, so it must be one of the gi's. From the
restriction on the type of gi we conclude that each Nj (for j = 2,..., n) must either be in
D, for some t, or by induction, is an applicative term over gi's and terms in Ut D1. U
On the other hand the meaning, [R(c t...lk)] p, of the unary logical relation R(c t1 -tk) in D is
exactly the set of equivalence classes of terms which are applicative terms over generators
gi and terms in p(Ti). Thus, if v is a type substitution, and i is an environment mapping
such that i(T) = D,(t), we have that [R(c ti... k)] = D,(c ttl k). In fact we can generalize
this correspondence beyond base types.
Lemma 2.3.7. Assume TIj is a A-theory containing (yq), and that all data structures
are simple. Let v be a type substitution. Write i for an environment mapping, in-
duced by v, mapping variables of type theory to the model of type theory defined by
D. Assume moreover that ý;(Tx(*)) = D,(t.) and for all ri, (i(Tx(** .. **)) Dr, -. D, ) =
(D,(=t*...,*) D,, ... DDTk). Let a be a ML type constructor. Then,
* if a is of kind * then [R'JUI = D,(,), and
* if a is of kind *= ... =-* then for all 7r, (I[R°~i Drl ... DTk) = (Dv (a) D•1 ... Drk).
In particular for any closed quantified ML type 7, JR'lF C; Dv(r).
Proof: By induction of structure of a.
Case a = t: This case follows from assumption.
Case a = c: Given ri,..., rk for k > 0, ([RcI D,1 ... D_ ) = [R(ct'tk)] [D,,/Ti] which,
by Lemma 2.3.6 and the discussion following the lemma, is the same as D(c 71. *. ) =
(De D, . . .Dn).
Case a = (r ri -- -k): It suffices to consider the case where r is of kind ,= ... =· * and
ri's are of kind *. By definition R(T771"Tk) = (Rr RT1 . . .RTk), so [R(TT1•j)] =
(J[R'IT RT1ij .I[. •R'7"kj). Moreover, by induction hypotheses [R'ijFi = D,(ri), so
(I[R'7]J [RrI1I. ... [R']j) = (D(7T) Dv(-,) . Dv(,k)) = D= (rI... k).
Case a = (At.r): Again, we only need to consider the case where t's and T are of kind
Sso that a is of kind = .. . By definition R(A*') i is a function f such that
for all di C_ -, (f d . .. dk) = IR`• •[d/T]. Since for d = D,,, F[d/T] still satisfies
the assumption of the lemma, by induction hypothesis, for D-r, I[R'Ij[D, /Ti] =
DL,[T/,il(t). Therefore, f coincides with DL,(.r) on elements of the form D, as required.
2.4. DERIVING THE FREE THEOREMS
Case a = rl-+r2: By definition, J[R•1-'•1D• = {d E V) Ve E I[RT'1j . d - e E [R'•1 }. By
induction hypothesis, IR'ij]• = D,(r,), i = 1, 2, so I[R'•T1 = Dv(_rl-).
Finally, for a type Vt.o we have that Dv.,o = n, D,(,lt], so that
[Rt. = RI[d/t] Dv(vt.a).
d
We are now ready to state and prove the Fundamental Theorem for the ML types.
However, in Section 2.5 we need a special case of the Fundamental Theorem, which we
state in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3.8. Let Tý be a theory containing (r7), and assume all data structures are
simple, types of generators are sound, and function symbols denote total functions. Then
if a is a quantified ML type, and ai are pure ML types we have,
Tý, {R°'(xs)} jv RU(M) implies T I- {xz: ai} , M: a.
Proof: Let E be an assignment of types to variables as defined earlier in this section on
page 79. Assume T•ý, {Ra'(xi)} 1, R°(M)). For each ai let xý be such that x: ai E E
and let v(zxi) = xs and identity on other variables as well as on type variables. Let i be
the environment map induced by v (as in Lemma 2.3.7). Then [xjr]b E D,, = [RajE
and by assumption [v(M)]r E jR"jIE. By Lemma 2.3.7, [v(M)]ze E Do. Therefore T• F-
St> M[xz/x,]: o, for some finite r C E. Moreover, r must contain all free variables in
M[xx/xj], i.e. all the x,'s, and we can conclude that T~ [- {x: ai} > M: a. U
Theorem 2.3.9 (Fundamental Theorem of Logical Relations for ML types).
Under assumptions of Lemma 2.3.8, we have,
Th F {x,: 0a} M: a iff TZ, {R'i(xi)} -TT R"(M).
Proof: Immediate from Theorem 2.3.4, soundness of type theory and Lemma 2.3.8. E
Remark. The Fundamental Theorem can be easily modified to logical relation of any arity.
Let R(k)" denote the k-ary version of Ra, and let M (j ) = M[x(i)/xl,..., zx)/x,], where x(j )
denote distinct variables. Then the conclusion of the Fundamental Theorem reads
if Tj F- {zi: oi} > M: a then T', R(k) ) k))} ITT R(k)( (1),.. ()
The proof of the k-ary version of the theorem can be obtained form the proof of the unary
version by replacing each unary version of a logical relation by the corresponding k-ary
version.
2.4 Deriving the Free Theorems
Having proven the Fundamental Theorem we are ready to show the proofs of the free
theorems. In general, our free theorems are equations by convertibility that follow from
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typing assumptions. We now try to describe the general heuristics involved in the deduction
of free theorems from the instances of the Fundamental Theorem. Let A[M, N 1,..., Nr] and
B[M, N 1,..., N,] denote lambda terms (in A(CA)) with possible occurrences of M and Ni
as subterms. We can state a generic free theorem as follows:
"Let M and N 1,..., N, be terms such that 0 > M: a and ri > Ni: ri. Then
Tf jx A[M, N1,...,N,] = B[M, N1 ,...,N,]."
The term M represents the polymorphic function that the theorem describes, and Ni are
other terms for which the typing hypotheses are necessary. All the examples from [Wad89]
can be expressed in this form. The result of a free theorem is an equation that holds by
convertibility form equations in Tf•. In most of the examples, TO contains only (0), (77),
as well as 6-axioms defining certain functions (e.g. program for map). However, it may
contain additional assumptions as in the example about sort-like functions (see [Wad89]
and Proposition 2.4.3).
All the examples of free theorems are deduced from the Fundamental Theorem using
only rules (V E), (D E) and (Cong). This suggests the following heuristics for deducing the
target equation A[M, N 1,..., N,] = B[M, N 1,... , N,]. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that Ro(M) is of the form VT.VNX. 1 D... D · D (Ti(M X1 ... 2,)).
* Start with k-ary version of Ra(M) where k is the number of occurrences of M in the
target equation.
* Instantiate T, to Ti, and X),...,xk ), for j = 1,..., n, to appropriate lambda terms
L ') so that Ii((M L(1) ... L()),..., (M L k) ... L(k))) equals, or is equivalent, to the
target equation.
* Find instantiations I and L for universally quantified variables T and F (other than
those instantiated in the previous step) such that TO F-TT 4i[I/f , L/£], i = 1, ... , n.
In proving this, one will, in general, use the typing assumptions about Ni's and the
Fundamental Theorem, as well as equations in Tj.
* Using (D E) conclude the target equation is provable, i.e. ATO TT A[M, N 1,..., N,] =
B[M, N 1, . .., N,].
* Finally, by Theorem 2.2.7 we conclude T0 Kx A[M, N 1,..., N,] = B[M, N 1,..., N,].
This is an entirely mechanical procedure, where only nontrivial step is finding formulae I
and terms L, so we can prove all clauses C4[ /T, L/£]. The following examples illustrate
how the above heuristics is used to prove several free theorems.
Proposition 2.4.1. Assume the calculus contains data structures defining lists and natural
numbers as defined in Section 2.2.3. Let M E A(CA) be such that 0 ' M: Vt.(List t)~-Nat,
and let L E A(CA) be such that {x : r,.. .xk: r} L: (List r). Then,
(M L) =,7 (M ((Ax 1 .. .xk.L) yj ... yk)).
More informally, this proposition says, that a polymorphic function from lists to natural
numbers can only depend on the number of elements in the list.
2.4. DERIVING THE FREE THEOREMS
Proof: We start with the binary version (since M occurs twice in the target equation)
of the logical relation corresponding to the type of M. This relation is provable by the
Fundamental Theorem, so we have T'f 'TT RVt.(List t)-•at (M, M). We expand this relation
into
VT.Vz'z" . R(List' t)(z', z/ ) 3 R'& ((M z'), (M z")),
which is provably equivalent to
VT P.Vz'z". R (List t)(ZI, z")
D (Vx'x".P(x', x") D P((succ x'), (succ x")))
D P(zero, zero) D P((M z'), (M z")).
We first instantiate P to Auv.u = v, and z' and z" to L and ((Ax 1 .. xk.L)yl ... yk), so that
P((M z'), (M z")) converts to the target equation ((M L) = (M ((Ax 1 ... xk.L) yl ... Y k))).
Instantiating T to an always true relation, say Axy.Q D Q, and using the Fundamental
Theorem we can prove
R(List t)(z' z")[L/z', ((Ax 1 ... k.L) yj ... yk)/z",Axy.Q D Q/T].
The remaining two clauses are obviously provable with the above instantiation of P, so by
(D E) we derive
Tb yTT(M L)= (M ((AXZ...Xk.L)y... "-Yk)).
Finally by Theorem 2.2.7, we conclude
(M L) =#, (M ((A•X 1 . Xk.L)y 1 ... Yk))
Remark. In the theorem above, one can include 1 .,3 p so that the function M is allowed
to use function symbol map. Then, of course, the conclusion of the theorem would read:
TAf, 7ap -(M L) = (M ((Axz 1 ... Xk.L) y ... ''Yk))
The following proposition is proved similarly.
Proposition 2.4.2. Let S be a pure A-term, such that 0>S: Vstu.(s-*t--+u)-(s-t)--s---u.
Then,
S =,, (Axyz.(x z) (y z)).
Proof: (Proposition 2.4.2) The target equation is S = Axyz.(x y) (x z), so we start with the
unary version of the logical relation Rvpt"(P-"t'-)•(P--t)-~p - (S) which is provable by the
Fundamental Theorem. This relation is provably equivalent to
VPTU.Vxyz .(Vvw.P(V) D T(w) D U(x v w)))
D (Vv.P(v) D T(y v))) D P(z) D U(S x y z)).
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We first instantiate U to Av.v = (x z) (y z), so that U(S x y z)) converts to ((S x y z) =
((x z) (y z))). We then instantiate P to Av.v = z, and T to Av.v = (y z). Then the first
three clauses are easily provable and we derive 0, 7 -TT(S x y z) = ((X2 ) (y Z)). Using (y)
and Theorem 2.2.7, we get S =#, Axyz.(x z) (y z). U
For illustration we show how the result about sort-like functions is proved.
Proposition 2.4.3. Assume the calculus contains data structures for booleans and lists,
and Týf contains the program for map. Let a be arbitrary but fixed type. Let M, C and
L be terms such that 0 > M: Vt.(t--t---Bool)--(List t)-+(List t), 0 I C: (a--+•-+Bool) and
{x: r} c L: (List r). Let F and C' be arbitrary lambda terms. Then,
T•, (C x y) = (C' (F x) (F y)) I-x(map F (M C L)) = (M C' (map F L)).
Proof: As before, we start with the binary version of the Fundamental Theorem which
gives us
TO IT T Rvt.(t--t--Bool)--(List t)--(List t)(M, M),
which can be expanded into
A • H-TT VT.Vzz'uu' . (Vxyx'y'.T(x, x') D T(y, y') D RBOl ((z z z), (z' x' y')))
D R (List t)(u, UI)
D VP.P(nil, nil)
D (Vxyx'y'.T(x, x') D P(y, y')
D P((cons x y), (cons x' y')))
D P(M z u), (M z' u')).
We instantiate P to Axy.((map F x) = y), z to C, z' to C', u to L, u' to (map F L)
and T to Axy.(Y = (F x)) A (Ra x y). Then, the last clause implies our target equation
(map F (M C L)) = (M C' (map F L)), and it remains to show the first two clauses are
derivable with given instantiations. Using the Fundamental Theorem, we can prove
(VZyx'y'.R7(x, x') D RO(y, y') D RBol ((C x y), (C 2' y'))),
which implies
(Vxyx'y'.T(x, x') D T(y, y') D RB *o((C x y), (C x' y'))),
where T stands for above instantiation. With the additional assumption that (C x y) =
(C' (F x) (F y)) we derive
(Vxyx'y'.T(x, x') D T(y, y') D RBO' ((C x y), (C' x' y'))).
R(List t)(L, (mapFL)) can also be derived using the Fundamental Theorem and equations for
map. Finally, we use Theorem 2.2.7 to conclude the target equation holds by convertibility.
N
2.5. REPRESENTATION OF CONSTANTS
In our formulation, the conclusions of the free theorems are equations between untyped
lambda terms provable by convertibility. In contrast to this, Wadler's free theorems are
semantic equations between polymorphic lambda terms. We claim that our formulation is
more general. First observe that, by Church-Rosser and subject reduction properties, typed
lambda theory and untyped lambda theory prove exactly the same equations between terms
typable with the same type.
Secondly, by soundness, every provable equation is valid in all models of polymorphic
lambda calculus, so a conclusion of a free theorem in our formulation implies the one in
Wadler's formulation.
However, a little care is needed to give a proper interpretation of a "conditional" theorem
such as Wadler's result for the sort-like functions. In Wadler's formulation the theorem
reads as follows: If M is a closed term of type Vt.(t t--+Bool)-- Li--+t)--,List(t), then if
the equation
(C x y) = (C' (F x) (F y))
is valid then the equation
(map F (M C 1)) = (M C' (map F 1))
is valid as well. Note that x, y and I are variables, and C, C', and F are arbitrary terms.
We also assume that all terms (and variables) are appropriately typed. Since validity in
particular model may not imply provable equality, the conclusion of Proposition 2.4.3 does
not (directly) imply the above statement. To remedy the situation, we extend the calculus
with constants c, c', and f, and assume theory Tl contains equations equations c = C,
c' = C', and f = F. Then we conclude (as in Proposition 2.4.3) that
Tj, (c x y) = (c' (f x) (f y) x-(map f (M c L)) = (M c' (map f L)),
where L is a term is in the assumption of Proposition 2.4.3. Now, any model of TO in
which (C x y) = (C' (F x) (F y)) is valid is a model of To, (c x y) = (c' (f x) (f y)), so
(map f (M c L)) = (M c' (map f L)) is true in the model. Moreover, the meanings of C and
c coincide in the model (and similarly for C' and F), and any interpretation of 1 (because
of the type of 1) must be a list and thus a meaning of some term L satisfying the typing
hypothesis. Thus, we conclude that (map F (M C 1)) = (M C' (map F 1)) is valid in the
model.
2.5 Representation of Constants
The examples of free theorems given in the previous section were derived from logical
relations defined using a particular way of describing data structures. Naturally, one could
ask whether the free theorems hold independently of the way we defined data structures.
For example, datatypes such as lists, natural numbers, trees, etc., can be represented in
the pure polymorphic lambda calculus using a generalization of Church numerals [BB85].
Do the free theorems hold if we choose to work with these representations? The answer
is "yes", but it requires some explaining. Let us illustrate the problem with the example
of natural numbers. If we choose to represent natural numbers using the data structure
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({Nat: *}, {succ: Nat-+Nat,zero: Nat}), as we did in our development so far, the logical
relation corresponding to type Nat is the Peano's induction axiom
Ind(n) f VP.(Vx.P(x) D P(succ x)) D P(zero) D P(n).
On the other hand, if we choose to represent the natural numbers as Church numerals, the
type of natural numbers is defined to be
Nat Lf Vt.(t-÷t)-_+t-+t,
and the corresponding logical relation is
Nat(n) f VP.Vsz.(Vx.P(x) D P(s z)) D P(z) D P(n s z).
Since the free theorems are, in fact, instances of logical relations, it is not obvious that one
can derive the same theorems, regardless whether Ind or Nat was used in the definition of
a logical relation. It is not hard to see, and we show this in general in Lemma 2.5.2, that
if one substitutes Church representations of the successor and zero, Axsz.(s (x s z)) and
Asz.z, for constants succ and zero, that
Vn.Ind(n) D Nat(n)
is provable in type theory. The other implication seems difficult to prove, but we can show it
is valid when interpreted in a term model (of appropriate theory) of lambda calculus. Thus,
the formulae Ind(n) and Nat(n) are semantically equivalent in the term model of lambda
calculus, and if an equation is derivable from Ind(n), it holds by convertibility whenever
Nat(n) is valid, and vice versa.
Rather than restricting ourselves to B6hm-Berarducci representation, we discuss a gen-
eral notion of a representation of data structures. A representation translates terms and
types, so it preserves typings and equations, thus allowing us to translate assumptions as
well as conclusions of free theorems. We also discuss sufficient conditions that a represen-
tation needs to satisfy, so we can translate the proofs of the free theorems as well.
Definition 2.5.1. Let It = (CA, CT, Type, T() and t' = (CA', CT', Type', T'') be two calculi.
Suppose we want to translate data structures and programs from t into V'. Consider a
function REPA mapping constants in CA to AO(CA'), and a function REPT mapping con-
stants in CT into To(C-'). Extend functions REPA and REP- to be identity on variables
and constants in CA' and Cr' respectively, and finally consider the unique homomorphic
extensions of REPA and REP- to all of A(CA + CA') and T(Cr + CT') respectively. By abuse
of notation, we write REPA and REP7 to denote these extensions. The pair (REPA, REP 7 )
is called a representation of E in V' if it satisfies the following:
* for all g E CA, if oa = Type(g) then 0 > REPA(g): REPr(ag), and
* if M = N E T• then REPA(M) = REPA(N) E Tý'.
In other words, a representation preserves typings and equations. For simplicity we may
write REP to denote either REPA or REPr, or both.
2.5. REPRESENTATION OF CONSTANTS
Now let a be type in T(Cr). In general, if a and REP(a) are different types, the corre-
sponding logical relations, R' and RREP(") will be different formulae. Nevertheless if for all
types a, the sequent
Tr' U {g = REP(g) I g e CA} F Vx.RREP(O)(x) D R 0 (x) (t)
is valid in the model of type theory defined by the the term model of TI U
{g = REP(g) I g E CA}, we will be able able to translate any free theorem using this repre-
sentation, and the proof will still hold! This is formalized in Theorem 2.5.4 below.
However, checking sequent (t) at every type may be quite difficult, making it unjustified
to call the translated theorems "free". Because of Lemma 2.5.2, it is not necessary to do
so, and it suffices to prove sequent (t) only when a is a base type. (Lemma 2.5.2 is a
generalization of Theorem 3.3 in [Mai91].)
Lemma 2.5.2. Tf', {g = REP(g) I g E CA} ,T Vx.R(cj tl'tk)(x) D RREP((C* t1".tk))(x)
Proof Sketch: Let cj's be type constants and gi's be generators in the signature of the data
structure where g = gi for some i. Instantiate each Cj in Rcj with RREP(cj). Then using
gi = REP(gi) and the Fundamental Theorem we can deduce RREP(i')(REP(gi)) for each i.
Lemma 2.5.3. If sequent (t) is valid (derivable) at all base types, then it is valid (derivable)
at all types.
Proof Sketch: The proof is by induction on the structure of type a using the assumption
and Lemma 2.5.2 for the base case. U
Theorem 2.5.4 (Translation). Let t and V' be two calculi. Let REP be a representation
of t in V' such that for each base type sequent (t) is valid in the model of type theory
defined by the term model of Tf U {g = REP(g) I g E CA). Suppose also that a free theorem
"Let M and N 1,..., N, be terms in A(CA) such that 0 > M: a and Fi > Ni: ri.
Then
Tý -• A[M,NI,...,N,] = B[M, N1,...,Nr]."
is provable as described in Section 2.4. Then, its translation,
"Let M' and NM,..., N' be terms in A(CA') such that 0 > M': REP(a) and
REP(ri) > Ni: REP(7i). Furthermore, let A'[-,...,] = REP(A[,...,.]) and
B'[.,...,.] = REP(B[.,..., ]I). Then
TV' -Ax A'[M', N',..., N'] = B'[M', N',..., N[]."
is provable as well.
Proof: Let V be the term model of TJ U {g = REP(g) I g E CA}. By the Fundamental
Theorem we have TV' -TT RREP(a)(M'), and by the assumption and Lemma 2.5.3, it follows
that
Tf', {g = REP(g) I g E CA} ý- R'(M').
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Using the same derivation as in the original theorem, we derive
0, TOJ', {g = REP(g) I g E CA} ~= A[M', N1, ... , N]] = B[M', N', ... , Nr].
Moreover, since representation preserves equations, we conclude that
TD, T'
, 
{g = REP(g) I g E CA} I A'[REP(M'), REP(N'),..., REP(Nr)] =
B'[REP(M'), REP(N'),..., REP(Nr)].
Notice that, since M' and NJ are in A(CA'), REP(M') = M' and REP(Nj) = Nj, so we have
TD, Tf', {g = REP(g)I g E CA}) ý, A'[M', N ... , N,'] = B'[M', N',..., N'].
Now observe that, since representation preserves equations, every equation provable from
T4 U {g = REP(g) I g E CA} is also provable from Týf' U {g = REP(g) I g E CA}, and that
TI' U {g = REP(g) I g E CA} is conservative over T5'. Since D is the term model of TI U
{g = REP(g) I g E CA}, any equation between terms in A(CA') that is valid in V is provable
by convertibility from equations in Tj'. Hence, we conclude
T'F- x A'[M', N', ... , N] = B'[M', N', ... ,Nr].
Going back to Bbhm-Berarducci representation of datatypes in the pure lambda calculus,
we now show that sequent (t) is valid at all base types in a term model of lambda calculus
that identifies constants with their B6hm-Berarducci representations. Following [BB85] we
write a for the representation of type a, and likewise, M for the representation of term M.
For example, consider the Church numerals. The type of church numerals is
defNat ef Vt.(t-t)-t-t.
The corresponding logical relation is
RL-(x) def VP.Vsz.(Vy.P(y) D P(s y)) D P(z) D P(x s z).
Let D be a term model of a prl-theory which also identifies zero = Asz.z and succ =
Axsz.(s (x s z)), and let us examine the interpretation of the above formula in this model.
Fix variables s and z, and define A/ to be the set of elements in the model of the form
s(s(... (s(z)) ... )). (Note: when speaking of terms as elements of V, we identify terms with
their equivalence classes.) Then if n E ([RI-I•-p it follows, by interpreting P, in R-"-, as the
set A, that (n z s) = s(s(... (s(z)) ... )), and therefore n is the meaning, in V, of a Church
numeral. It is easy to see that meanings of Church numerals satisfy the induction axiom
VP.P(zero) D (Vy.P(y) D P(succ y)) D P(x),
under the assumption that zero = Asz.z and succ = Anzs.(s (n s z)). Combining this
observation with Lemma 2.5.2, it follows that, in D, the induction axiom is semantically
equivalent to the logical relation corresponding to the type of Church numerals. This, as we
2.5. REPRESENTATION OF CONSTANTS
now show, can be generalized to any data structure and its B6hm-Berarducci representation.
Let us first recall the definition of the B6hm-Berarducci representation.
Definition 2.5.5. Let ({c1,...,c,}, {gl:l 1,...,gm: 0m}) be a signature of a data struc-
ture. The B6hm-Berarducci representation of a base type (cj tl ... tk) is defined to be
(cj tl ...t)t f VC1 '.C 1 ~- k-(Cj tl ...tk),
where we write € for the type 
€ with constants cj replaced by the fresh variables cj. The
representation of a generator gi is defined as follows. Assume
Oi = Vt a,1 --+ - - - --+ .-0+..
where a's are type variables, and O's are base types. Then define
defgi =ef 1 '... XkYl ... y1.Ag1 ... gm.(gi X1 ... x (y1 g91 .. gm)... (y g1 ..9))
Assume data structures in the calculus correspond to the class of free algebras for which
the Completeness Theorem in [BB85] holds.
Theorem 2.5.6. Let ({c 1,...,cn}, gc} : o1,...,gm: mI}) be a signature of a data structure
satisfying the above criterion. Let V be the term model of the 077-theory that also identifies
gi's with their representation. Then,
(0), (0), {gi = g_ I 1 < i < m} =v Vx.R(cj tl...tk)(x) D R(cj l...k)()
Proof Sketch: Rather than giving a proof of the completely general case, we make up a
representative example and prove the theorem for this example. Let our data structure be
defined by the signature
{OList: *=•., EList: . },{enil: Vs.EList(s), onil: Vs.0List(s),
econs: Vs.s-*OList(s)ists) st(s), ocons: Vs.s- EList(s)-+OList(s)}
We call terms generated by above signature "even lists" if they are of type EList(s), and
"odd lists" if they are of type OList(s). The B6hm-Berarducci representation of the above




onil Lef AffoCeCo.floenil = )nenoceCo.nedefeconil Anenoceco.(n o  X (y ne no ce co))
defocons = AxynenoCeCo.(Co X (y ne no ce Co))
Using the definition of logical relations we obtain logical relations, REList(s)(x) and
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REList(s)(x), corresponding to the constants type constructor, and its representation.
REList(s)(x) =df VEO.E(enil) D O(onil) D
(Vyz.S(y) D O(z) D E(econs y z)) D
(Vyz.S(z) D E(z) D 0(ocons y z)) D
E(x)
REList(s) def VEO.Vnenoceco.E(ne) D 0(no)(Vyz.S(z) D O(z) D E(ce y z)) D(Vyz.S(z) D E(z) D E(co y z)) D
E(x ne no ce co)
Let D be the term model of the Orq-theory including axioms that identify constants of our
data structure with their representations. (Note: when we speak of a A-term M as an
element of D we are referring to the equivalence class of M.) Fix A-variables ne, no, ce and
co. Let the set S to be the set of all lambda terms M with variables ne, no, ce and co not
free in M. Define sets C and O of elements in D by the following grammar:
S::= n, (c 8 O)
0 ::= no (co 8 ),
Interpret variable S in REList(s) as the set S, and assume REList(s)(x) is true. Interpret
universally quantified variables E and O as the sets E and 0 defined above. Interpret
universally quantified variables ne, no, c, and co as (equivalence classes of) variables with
the same names. By definition of the sets 6 and 0, we know that ne E C, and no  (9.
Moreover, if N is a term in 0, and M is a term in S, then (c, M N) is in C, and likewise,
if N is a term in C, the term (co M N) is in 0. Therefore we can conclude that (the
interpretation of) (x ne no ce co) is in E. Since the choice of variables ne, no, Ce and co was
arbitrary and these variables do not appear anywhere in the assumptions, we can lambda
abstract to conclude that (the interpretation of) x must be a representation of an "even-
list", and therefore REList(s)(x) must be true under the assumptions that the constants enil,
onil, econs and ocons are identified with their representations. U
Combining this theorem with the Translation Theorem, we conclude that the above repre-
sentation preserves free theorems. Therefore, for example, Proposition 2.5.7 directly follows
from Proposition 2.4.1.
Proposition 2.5.7. Let M be a closed pure A-term, such that 0 > M: Vt.(List t)--Nat, and
let L be a pure A-term such that {xl: r,.. .k: r} >) L: (List r). Then,
(M L) =p, (M ((Ax 1 ... Xk.L) y' ... yk))
Similarly, Proposition 2.1.1 follows from derivation of the corresponding result in [Mai91].
Validity of sequent (t) at base types is a sufficient condition for a representation to
preserve the free theorems. As wee have seen in the preceding theorem, the proof of the
validity of this sequent requires detailed understanding of the particular representation. We
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would like to give a more practical and, perhaps more intuitive, condition that will imply
the validity of sequent (t), and thus, guarantee the free theorems are preserved.
Consider the set, DO = {M I > M: a}, of all closed terms of type a and the restriction
REPIDo as a function from D' to DREp(,). Then showing that this function is surjective
suffices to preserve the free theorems. More formally, we have,
Theorem 2.5.8. For any quantified ML type a, if function REP IDo is surjective then, at
a, sequent (t) is valid in the term model of T[' U {g = REP(g)}.
Proof: Let V be the term model of Tý' U {g = REP(g)}, and assume that RREP(a)(M) is
true, so that
Tf', {g = REP(g)} ~, RREP(a)(M).
Then by Lemma 2.3.8, we conclude that
T[j', {g = REP(g)} I- 0 c> M: REP(a),
so that M is in DREpo. By assumption, REPIDo is surjective so there is a lambda term N
such that M = REP(N), and ZT F 0 > N: a. By the Fundamental Theorem, Tj b-TT RU(N)
and therefore Tý', {g = REP(g)} 'TT Ra(M), since {g = REP(g)} KTT M = N and repre-
sentation preserves equations in T D. Hence, by soundness, RG(M) is true in V). U
By the above theorem, it suffices to check that, for each base type a, the set DoEP(,) contains
only terms representing elements in DO. For example the Completeness Theorem [BB85]
for the B6hm-Berarducci representation would suffice to conclude that this representation
preserves the free theorems.
While the surjectivness condition in Theorem 2.5.8 is (arguably) more intuitive, we must
say it is somewhat stronger than the validity of sequent (t). For instance, the surjectivness
condition may be true at base types, but fail at higher types, while, as seen in Lemma 2.5.3,
if sequent (t) is valid at base types, it is also valid at higher types.
2.6 Conclusions
We have developed a syntactic framework in which parametric behavior of lambda terms
is captured by logical relations as formulae of type theory. In this framework we have
been able to formulate free theorems - identities about polymorphic programs that follow
from the types of the programs - as equations schemas that are derivable by convertibility
whenever typing assumptions about the terms involved are met.
Furthermore, we have defined a general notion of a representation of data structures.
For a representation of a data structure we have defined, in two ways, a sufficient con-
dition that guarantees that the representation preserves free theorems. In particular, we
have shown that the B6hm-Berarducci representation of inductive data structures in pure
lambda calculus does preserve the free theorems. This also answers the question raised by
Mairson [Mai91] asking whether induction is necessary to derive free theorems.
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